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TO

ARCHIBALD MACAULAY, ESQ.

LORD CONSERVATOR,

HONOURED SIR,

WHEN this work first appeared, it was proposed,

to have the author's name prefixed to it : and now,
that a second edition is become necessary, and that

you, Sir, and several other men of g'ood judgment,
particularly your friend Dr. Young, so well known
to the world for learning-, piety, and genius, have
gnven it as your opinions, that to be known for the

author of such a work, would add reputation to any
name ; I have desired that it may be done. And, as

tile public now know to whom they owe this per-

foimance, it has been thought just, that they should

also know to whom they owe the publication of it.

The manuscript came to my late dear wife, as ex-

ecutrix to the author, her grand-father, witli whom
she lived, from her infancy, to the time of his death.

And it is evident, from the work itself, as w^ll as,

from what has been said in tlin: advertisement t^ the
first edition, that he Ir/toilded it for'hiy own piivate

use. As soon as you peiiised it, at my.hciise, from
a. principle of disinteres-^ed be)ie.^(»lenctt only, you,

earnestly desired it might be piibhe-hed, and took the

whole ti'ouble of it upon yourself: so that whatever

\, praise is due for having rende^'ed^t-lie clbset exercises

of a truly good man of , public ability, is justly

your's. Though I, at the same time, know, that

the inward satisfaction, that you have already felt on
this account, is much superior to all applause.

I have, at your desire, carefully compared the

printed copy with the original manuscript, in my
Possession, and corrected it in several places ; which,
hope, will be of some advantage to this edition,

I am, your's, &,c.

GEO. MACAULAY.
Polajid-Btreet, 23d May, 1732.



TO

ARCHIBALD MACAULAY, ESQ,

liIND AVD WORTHY SIR,

HOW shall I suflficicntly thank you for the favour

and lionoui- of your very vakiable present.

The Book of Meditations I have read, and more
than once ; and I shall never lay it far out of my
reach • for a greater demonstration of a sound head,
and sincere heart, I never saw.

Dear Sir, I cannot but return to my favourite Me-
dit^.tions ; for, in truth, I am fond of them. I think
you was a lucky man in meeting with the manuscript

;

and I know you was a worthy one, by bring-ing" it to
tile press. The world is your debtor for it. My part
of tJie debt I will pay, as far as hearty thanks will g-o

towards it : and I wish I could do moi*e. But I am
surprised tjiat .th? author's name is suppressed : for

1 knHW r.fV iTuiiPt t» wbjc^» :that work would not do
an addiriot/ai credit': and,', ^Jiy a man's modesty
should rob him .ojf, Jhis jiisf 'honour, when, by that
honour, hiM 'moiitftsty ck-^ 'be no more offended, I

know not. I wisVi. .yOu' would consider this, with
reg-ard'to fOtui;c ctUtjons. 1 desire you. Sir, to in-

sert mo in 'tin; *li<»% oV v<iur . friends, for such lam,
and such I a'm 'oltligT.a lo ;be by your unexpected
and uimieritted favour. I am.

Your's, &c.

WcUwyn, 19th January, 1752.

E. YOUNG.



ADVERTISEMENT.

THE following work was only intended

for the private use of the author, as appears

from his first meditation j and, during his

lifetime, no body saw it. After his death,

being in the possession of his grand-daugh-
ter, a gentleman, nearly related to her by

marriage, read it ; and, being greatly pleas-

ed with it himself, obtained a copy of it,

and her permission to publish it, judging

that it might be of good use in an age
wherein serious things are but too much
neglected by all ranks of men.

The author himself, who attained to the

age of eighty-four years, was a gentleman
of good fortune, and of a considerable fam-
ily, which has been ennobled in several of

its branches. He was bom in Gloucester-

shire (though his family was of the shire of
Nottingham) in the year 1661 ; and during
the latter end of the reign of king Charles

II. was much at court. About the year

1686, he took an opportunity of going
abroad with a near relation, who was sent

by king James II. as ambassador to a for-
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eijp court. The ambassador died, and
our auihor, by powers given him to that

effect, finished the business of the embassy.
He had the offer of being appointed sue-

cessor to his friend in his public character :

but disliking the measures that were then

carried on at court, he declined it, and re-

tirnied to England ; where he soon after

married a lady of rank and fortune ; who
dying in a few years, left behind her an
only daughter. After his lady's death, he
lived for the most part in the country ;

where he spent many of his latter years in

close retirement, consecrated to religious

meditations and exercises. He was a man
oi ;2;o()d understanding, of an exemplary
lite, and cheerful conversation.

So much we have been instructed to say

for the reader's satisfaction ; who, by this

pu'^lication, is entitled to form what judg-
m( nt shall to him seem just and reasonable.

Doth of the merit of this performance, and
the character of its author.



TO THE READER.

THIS small, but very valuable volume,

"W^as published in Edinburgh, in the } ear

1761. Some pious and judicious persons

recommended it, as a work well deserving

another impression ; one of whom expresses

himself thus :

—

" / havcy since xve were last together^ de^

voted some hours to the perusal of " How 's

Thoughts" ; aiidy on this more carefidpe-
rusal ofthem^ I am so far from feeling any
discouragement^ relative to an American
edition of the work^ as to be still more per-
suaded that it is an excellent hook^ calculated

to instruct persons of every profession and
class ^ that are disposed to get knoroledge

;

and -which I xuish^xuith all my hearty "was

more generally the case: I mean that kind

of knoxvledge that is really useful^ and
ivhich dignifies the human mind.^^
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Convinced of the justness of these re-

marks, 1 have someuhat abridged, made
a icw alterations, put it again to press, and
now offer it to my countr) men, as, in my
opinion, a suitable companion for people of
every rank and denomination: and 1 sin-

cerely hope, that the present and rising gen-

eration will, from a careful and attentive

perusal of it, derive such impressions as

may tend to their furtherance and establish-

ment in virtue.

THE EDITOR.

NEW-YORK,
12 MO. 18th, 1806.

f
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sts

;2l>^tjout ^ct!itation,^>

I DO here purpose, by the grace ofmy good
God, (which I most humbly beg that he
will be pleased always pleniifully to afford

me), to write down some mediiation or re-

flection, as often as I can conveniently, from
this time forward; and that for these two
reasons : Firsts to oblige myself frequently

to enter into a serious contemplation of the

great God, and of the most proper means
to render mvself acceptable to him. And
next^ that, by the help of these meditations

and reflections, I may be able to make a

judgment of the state and condition of my
mind for the time past, and to compare it

with that of the present, in order to make
my life as uniform as is possible in all vir-

tue ; for which I most humbly bejf the 5«5-

•sigtance of my gracious God«
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There is one picture a man should bo
draN ing all ihc daysot his litt; which is that

oi Goa upon his soul ; and though the re-

Svmjiance must needs be extremely iaint

arid imperfect ; yet, by a constant applica-

tion and meditation upon the beauties of the

original, he cannot fail to make an admirable

piece.

Prayer, unaccompanied with a fervent

love of God, is like a lamp unlighted ; the

words of the one w iihout love being as un-

proKiabic, as the oil and cotton of the other

without flame.

Faith is as necessar}^ to the soul, as the

sun is to die world : were it not for these

bright prolific lights, both the one and the

Other must remain dark and fruitless.

Had we (what we can only have by a di-

vine, illumination of our reason, which I beg
oi my good God to vouchsafe me,) had we,
I >,iv , true notions of God, and eternity,

right notions of otirselves, and of the world,

thv <, could not fail to create in us thoughts

full oi humiiit} towards ourselves, full of
contemj;t towards the world, full of the high-

ei>[ adoiaiion towaidi Ciod, and full of eax-

nestncss to ac4uire a happy eternity.
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^he faculty of thinking justly, is a more
desirable talent than that of eloquence in

speaking ; the one being in order to an ad-

vantage only in expectation, whereas the

other is the assured mark of a mightyadvan-
tage already received ; the one tends to the

advancement of interest or reputation, the

other to the increase of wisdom and virtue ;

the one may make a man more agreeable to

the world, the other will infalliblv render

him most agreeable to himself, and (what
is infinitely more valuable) more acceptable

to God.

My adorable God, I humbly beseech thee

to accept the sacrifice I here, in all humil-
ity, (and I trust sincerity,) desire to m.ake

thee, of the remainder of my life, to be
entirely employed to serve and adore thee

with the utmost vigour, both of my soul

and body. And I humbly implore thee to

bestOw upon me every grace, and every vir-

tue, that may render me acceptable to thee,

and worthy of thy service. Pardon, I be-

seech thee, all the heinous sins and ofl^ences

of my past life, for the sake of thy blessed

Son my Saviour Jesus Christ ; and be pleas-

ed to bestow upon me a steadfast faith, an
ardent love, an humble and perfect obe-
dience, and a will capable of no other incli-

B 2
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nation than what it shall continually receive

from the absolute guitlunce ol thy aivine

will; to which 1 beg it may ever be perlecdy

subservient with ail readiness and cheer-

fulness. And if any action of my life, or

thought of my soul, should ever in the ic^ast

be coniradictory to it, 1 heartily renounce
both that and myself. My good God ! as

I could not have taken this resolution with-

out thy particular mercy, so I know that I

shall never be able to maintain it without

thy continual assistance : give me, there-

fore, out of thy great goodness, entirely to

overcome all my passions, and to contract

and draw all my affections into one constant

and ever flowing stream of love to thee.

Let not the world, nor life itself, be able to

withdiaw the least part of them from that

channel ; but as all my thoughts and actions

are continually before thee, so I humbly
beseech thee, that they may never be un-
worthy thy divine presence, for Jesus Christ's

sake, thy blessed Son, my merciful Re-
deemer.

This is an admirable expression in the

first collect of the morning prayer, Thy
service ?,y perfect frecchn:. And a noble

Ireetlom it is indeed, to have the soul re-

leased fiom the insupportable slavery of
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ignorance and vice, and set at liberty t®

range in the spacious and delicious plains

of wisdom and virtue ; to have it delivered

from the harsh and turbulent tyranny ot in-

suiting passions, and established under the

gentle and delightful government of right

reason. O my good God ! grant my soul

this happy freedom, and set my heart at

liberty, that I may cheerfully run the ways
of thy blessed commandments, and suffer

no impediment to obsruct my course '^.

Nothing can be truly valuable that will

not be valuable an hundred years together.

To demonstrate this to our understanding,
we have but to consider the millions of
years that have preceded this hundred
years, and the vast eternity that preceded
them ; the millions of years that must suc-

ceed this hundred years, and the boundless
eternity that will succeed them: and after

a serious and just comparison betw^een the

one and the other, we shall find an hun-

* In this^ and in a subsequent med'itatioti

(page 30), such as are conversant in the

•writings of Epictetiis and Marcus Antoni-

nics^ will discern a great comif^xion betzveen

the reasoning of our author and that of the

ancient stoics*



dred years a most contemptible portion of

time. Alter the same manner we have

but to consider riches, honour, reputation,

and even life itself, (\\ hich must all have

an end as to any particular person within

a much shorter compass than that ot an

hundred years); and upon such a consid-

eration we shall be forced to acknowledge,

that our contempt would be (with much
more reason and justice) bestowed upon
them, than ihat high esteem and veneration

which most men think their due. And it

is indeed much more worthy of a wise man
to labour to despise them, than to procure

them, and seek his felicicy rather in Lhe con-

tempt than in the enjoyment of them.

The great uncertainty- and inconstancy

30 generallv obsei-\'ed in mankind, is doubt-

less from this cause, that all their fancies

and imaginations spring from their passions,

(not from the trulh Luid reality of thiiig^s);

which being so changeable and irregular,

can never produce regular ideas, any mere
than a crooked rule can be the measure of

a straight line. A mind surrounded v ith

passions is in as miserable a condition as a
country (too weak to defend itself) seated

in 'he midst ofmany powerful princes, con-

tinually contending for the possession of it;



siDmetimes it is surprised by one, sometimes
by anoiher; but is never long under ihe

government of the same master ; nor can it

have the benefit to be governed by setiled

and regular laws, which will always be
altered by every new intruder. In this

deplorable state is the mind surrounded
with powerful passions; sometimes subdued
by one, and sometimes by another, but

always a slave; ever variable and changing,

but never for the better. Now that this is

the true cause of man's inconstancy, does

evidently appear from this consideration;

what different ideas arise in the mind from
the two passions of prodigality and avarice?

How unlike are the images drawn upon it

by the passion of love, from those that are

drawn by malice and revenger Nay, at

different times, how unlike will the same
passion make a man to himself.^ How
strange and ridiculous a change does pride

make in a man ; when one hour it shall

humble him to act the part of a base mean
flatterer, making most servile courtship and
addresses to some powerful favourite, and
the next hour (raising him to the highest

pitch of insolence) shall make him look with

contempt and disdain upon ail those he
thinks his inferiors t When a man is thus

governed by his passions, it is impossible



to know any thing of him certainly, hut hi*

name: tor, nkc a Frottit^^ ht is conlinu*

aL\ tninstoniiiiig f)y his passions into some
n< \v monsLer ; and this changeabieness in

himself will make his judgment unctnain
and variable ; at one time approving what
he dislikes another ; the same things be-

comi.ig iiiternaiely ihe objects ot his pleasure

and displeasure, eagerly pursued one day,

and rejecied the next ; things continually

chunge their shapes and appearances, ac-

cordlrxg as his deceitful passions shall think

fiL to represent ihem to him. Now it is easy

to imagine hov. the mind miist ial^our with
ai.xietv under these faisc representations of

things made by the passions, and what a
comfort and support it wouid be to it, tc be

enabled to steer a steady course ; to be a' le

truly to distinguish good from evil, to cLiise

the one and refuse the other ; and hi^vin^

ma>le a right choice of its pleasure, and of
things protitable, to be sure to have ihem
constant, and as such to be alwa\s appiov-
ed and embraced by it. Now, these true

rej)resentaiion of things to the mind, can
only be made by illuminated reason ; and
W' may lie sure that such images as she
drav. s of them there, will have a true

liki iHSs ; and it she weu to co] 'v- them over
again ten tliousand times, she would dra^T



them exactly with the same lineaments and
features ; for wh^re the things themselves

do not alter, we may be sure her pencil will

not vary.

In order to pass a right and just judgment
in any case whatsoever, it is necessary to

have unbiassed affections : How then can a

man captivated and inflamed with the love

of sensual pleasures, be capable of giving an

impartial judgment between God and the

world r Or how is a man with affections en-

slaved by vice, fit to judge between that and
virtue : and yet men thus incapacitated to

be judges in these cases, are often very con-

fidently passing sentence ; and, what is

worse, too many seemingly unconcerned
spectators, are apt to be persuaded by them,
that their judgment is equitable.

Meditation is the life of virtue, as virtue

is the life of the soul. It is the conduit by
which a happy and delightful communica-
tion is maintained between God and the

soul ; through which the graces and bless-

ings of God descend to the soul, and through
which the ardour, the praises, and adora-

tion of the soul ascend to God. It is the

exercise of the soul which makes it, and
preserves it vigorous and healthful j with«-

B 3
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^>ut which it would soon become heavy and

languid, void ot pleasure, and vv eary oi its

own JDcing ; and diis uneasiness wouid oblige

it to seek its satisfaction in vain and trilling

etertainments, and debase it at last even to

folly and vice.

I suppose these words. Pray without

ceasing^ may very well be interpreted ac-

cording to the literal meaning of them : for

if the soul can once get an absolute dominion

over its passions, keeping continually a

strict guard over them ; if it be always duly

prepared, and have (in their just degrees)

all the requisites of prayer, which are iailh,

repentance, love, humilit}^, obedience,

thankfulness, rei^ignation, charity and sin-

cerity, though the man be not always upon

his knees, yet his conversation will be in

such a manner in heaven, his soul will be

so abstracted from the world, as to be al-

most continually exercising itself in some
act either of praise, petition, or adoration

of Ciod ; which, no doubt, his infinite good-

ness will accept as an incessant prayer,

though it be not accompanied with all ihe

outward appearances of it ; which to be sure

will not be neglected neither, by such an one

at proper seasons. And, in reality, a

formal and customary kneeling, a lifting up



die hands and eyes to heaven, without the

heari ; a cold and careless uttering of words,

is but the dead carcase of prayer : the life

of it consists in the combination of the fore-

mentioned qualifications, without which it

can neither be satisfactory to a wise man,
nor fit is to be feared) acceptable to the

Almighty God ; whom 1 humbly beg to in-

struct and enable me both how and what to

pray, that none of my addresses to him
may be unworthy of so great and glorious a

Being.

Had men but the same curiosity in their

inquiries relating to the essence of God, and
the immortality of their own souls, as they

have in other philosophical matters, it

would carry them earnestly to implore his

assistance, (which is absolutely necessar\'),

in order to make the experiments requisite

to such sublime discoveries ; by the help of

which a mighty progress would soon be

made in those most profitable sciences of

wisdom and virtue ; which indeed are the

only ones worthy of our time and pains, as

being the only ones that can conduct us to

substantial happiness in this life, and to

that which is etermal in the next ; and which
are too generally neglected, (if not rejected),

through our ignorance of the beauties and
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advantages of them. Now the experiment

I woiiid have every one m.ike, is this : lirst,

(havhig made a serious and sincere appii-

caiion to God) to betake themselves hear-

tily to the subduing all their passions, \\ hich

are so many clouds and fatal impediments

to the mind's advancement in this most ex-

cellent knowledge ; to purity the soul as

much as possible Irom all vicious and im-

pure affections and inclmations ; and, after

these things are done, no body knows what
infinitely profitable (and consequentl) de-

lightful) discoveries she would be capable

to make ot her own nature, and in how ex-

traordinary a manner the good God would
be pleased to reveal himself to her, (being

thus purified), but those most happy few,

who have thus made the experiment ; none
but they can know what evidences and as-

surances of their own immortality, are con-

veyed by that divine Being to souls thus

disposed to receive them ; what glances of
his eternal brightness and glory he is pleas-

ed to dart upon them for their comfort and
encouragement ; and what extraordinary
measures of faith (how nearly approaching
to certainty) he may vouchsafe to afford

them, by the more intimate communication
and operation of his blessed spirit, to com-
plete their felicity.
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It is of great use to reflect, that the richeSj

honours, ar.d pleasures which we are apt

so tageriy to pursue, when past, leave no
advantage behind them ; ana that ail the

pain, misery, and trouble, which we so

carelully avoid, w^hen the) depart from us,

carry all their mischiet along w4th them:
so that it is equal when a man comes to die,

whether he spent all his time in pleasures

and delights, lying at his ease on beds of

down ; or w hether he had lain all his life-

time tormented upon a rack ; whether he
had lived a king or a beggar : So great are

the vanities of ihe one condition ; so short

the miseries of the other.

For a man not to find in his heart to be-^

take himself to the solid comforts of a vir-

tuous life, for fear of interrupting or spoiling

the gay diversions and pleasures of the

world, is just as unreasonable, as for a man
to be so much delighted with the neatness

of his garden, and charmed with the vari-

et\- of plants and flowers, and other pretty

contrivances of it, that he could not find in

his heart to deface it, though he were sure

to discover a mine of gold by digging it up.

Whosoever would be wise, and conse-

quently happy, must raze out of his mind
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all those false mistaken notions that have
been imprinting there from his infancy;

and endeavour to expel from thence that

pernicious infection of error, which it has
been so long hatching from erroneous cus-

toms and examples, and which will prove
latal to it if too long neglected. Among
ten thousand other things, of which we
Jiave mistaken notions, I will make choice
of those of life and deaih for mv present

consideration : How charmingly desirable

does our fancy paint the one, and with what
dreadful deformitv does it disguise the

other i" And how uneasy are these wrong
conceptions apt to make us, by fixing our
affections upon that of them, which we
must not long enjoy, and raising our aver-

sion to the other, which we cannot possibly

avoid .'' Our great business then, in order
to make our lives serene and happv, is, to

remove our affections from the one, and our
aversion from the other ; and, to compass
this, we must deface those images of them
both, which our deluding fancies have
flrawn upon our minds, and set ourselves
diligently to tracing out new lines, and
more reseml)ling features. And, first^ to

consider that gaudy blaze of life that ap-
pears so fair, and shines so bright, which
is almost extinguished as soon as kindled,



and by its speedy decay becomes contempt-
ibie ; let us p^i .c it bindiPxg and fettering

the soul, and detaining it in a dark and un-
coniortable prison, darkened by ignorance,

and made uncomfortable by folly ; and let

deaih be drawn in its natural shaj e, as the

friend and deliverer of the soul, approach-

iiig to release it from this hated confine-

ment, and to put it into the possession of
that desirable liberty, after which it had so

long been languishing. Why then should
we think deatli our enemy, for doing the

friendly office to the soul, w^hich cannot

truly be said to enter into life till it enters

into eternity, since that only is worthy to

be called life, which is eternal, and to

which it can only attain by the kind assist-

ance of death ; Then those glimmering
sparks of life it had here below, will be

kindled into a glorious unextinguishable

fiame ; instead of those faint rays of plea-

sure which it pleased the great and good
God to make to shine here upon it, by the

means of faith and virtue, eternal streams

of joy and brightness shall then flow in up-

on it, from the incomprehensible glories of

his divine presence.

Faith is the brightness of the great God
shining upon the soul ; and virtue (which.
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is nothing else but a combination of love

and obedience to him) is a iigh; j.roceeding

iVom faiih : So that they bodi ebb and how
together ; and \\ hen faith rushes in plenti-

fully, and rises high in the soul, virtue will

maintain a proportionable height ; but as

that retires and grows low, ^his will retreat

and sink also. Now our passions are the

black thick clouds that cause so frequent

and tedious eclipses of this light of faith ;

and, by iheir interposing, deprive the soul

of its only comfort : They are those fierce

and strong winds that keep back this tide

from flowing in upon the soul, both to re-

fresh and enrich it ; \\ hich 1 think is ar-

gument sufficient for the absolute necessity

of the extirpation of our pernicious pas-

sions.

How long is the soul kept and nourished

in ignorauce of itself, and of its original,

liki a child of noble extraction, by some
misfortune, obliged to be concealed (and
educated as their own) bv poor peasants ;

who, believing himself to be of no higlier

birth, entertains no other than mean and
low thoughts and designs suitable to such

a condition : but so soon as his true parents

arc nuide known to him, he quickly ba-

•nishes from his mind all that is base and
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ignoble, and, animated by the knowledge
ot his true coiiCiiaon, conceives such

thoughts as are answerable to it. it is

faiih which makes this discovery to the

soul, and no sooner acquaints it, that i' has

the great God for its parent, but it discartls

all base ungenerous designs, and renoLixes

its former trifiirgpleasii Co. and meaniifiec-

tions, disdairing the low oLjects of its love

and desire ; it is immediately filled with

noble and aspiring though ^s; all its aims

and desigT>s from thenceioiJi became great

and elevated, and worthy of its divine

birth.

It is wonderful that pride should be so

natural to man ! that it should take root so

deep in so impotent ai)d helpless a creature

;

whereas, when right ;y considered, all hu-

man power is entirely found; d upon human
weakness : It is not the empire over beasts,

but over his fellow -ere atiu-e man, that is

the subject of his ambition, and cause of

his pride. Anci this reflection ought to be

his mortification, that he him.self is liable

to all the injuries he can oft'er to another

;

and that it is the weakness and infinnity of

human nature (equally cenimonto himseli)

thai renders anv man obnoxious to his cria.«-

city or oppression.
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Pride (by a great mistake) is commonljT"

taken for greatness of soul, as if the sonl

were to be ennobled by vice : for, that

pride is one of the most enormous vices, I

think no reasonable man will dispute ; it is

the base offspring of weakness, imperfec-

tion and ignorance ; since, were we not

%veak and imperfect creatures, we should

not be destitute of the knowledge of our-

«elves ; and had we that knowledge, it were
impossible we should be proud. But, on
the contrarv, true humility is the certain

mark of a bright reason, and elevated soul,

as being the natural consequence of them.

When we come to have our minds cleared

by reason from those thick mists that our

disorderlv passions cast about them ; when
we come to discern more perfectly, and
consider more nearlv, the immense power
and goodness, the infinite glory and dura-

tion of God ; and to make a comparison

between these perfections of his, and our
own frailty and weakness, and the shortness

and uncertaintv of our beings, we should

humble ourselves even to the dust before

him. Can the greatest monarch upon earth

free himself from the least mischief that is

incident to the meanest of men i Can he by
his own pow.-r give strength to his body, or

length to his life i can he free the one from-
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pains and diseases, or the other from vexai-

tion and trouble C If not, what excellence

has he to boast of above other men : What
advantage has he to be proud of in relation

to his fellow creatures i Custom has made
a wide difference indeed between man and
man ; but it is a difference purely fanciful,

and not real ; for it must be some intrinsic

worth in any creature, that must give it the

preference to another. Titles, riches, and
fine houses, signify no more to the making
of one man better than another, than the

finer saddle to the making the better horse.

And it truly shews a poor spirit for one man
to take these pauitry advantages of another.

If he is ambitious to excel his fellows, let it

be in something that belongs to himself,

something that demonstrates him to be a

better creature ; and not think (like a false

jewel among ignorant people) to derive a va-

lue from being set in gold: let him con-

tend in virtue, which alone is capable to

put a great and true difference between man
and man ; and whosoever gains the advan-

tage there, has reason to value it, though

it will never make him proud.

It seems a little strange at first, that rea-?

son, which is always constant and the same,

should make such various impressions upon
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nicn^s minds: but when we come to consi-

der, ic is no more to be wondtred at that

men differ in their judgments and opinions,

than that thev are unlike in their faces. For
the same arginm nt must have different ef-

fects, according lo men's different under-

standings, as the same distant object ap-

pears differently to several men, according

as it happens to strike each man's sight;

that which setms green to one, may appear

blue lo another: so ihat till the sense of

seeing becomes uniform in several men, it

is impossible that any object should have

the same appearance to them, and it holds

alike as to the operation of reason, and ar-

guments upon the mind. Reason we know
is uniform ; and w^hattver disputes con-

ceiTiing it arise, it it not really that there

are different appearances in reason, but the

difference is in our conception and under-

standings. Reason is not various, though
our weak judgments concerning her are so.

II all men's sights were alike and true, eveiy

object must necessarily appear alike to

them, and such as really thev were, with-

out any deception ; and in like manner,
were all men's minds alike and rightly dis-

posed, all arguments and reasons would
work alike upon thf m nil: But interest,

partiality, pride, and other ungovernable
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affections, cause all the disorders in tlie

mind ; and consequently in the world.

The passions and affections of the mind
are coinmoniy confounded one with another,

and promiscuously used, as two different

words lo signify the same ching ; which I

think prejudicial, and apt to lead men into

great and fatal mistakes : for, since some
passions only are taken to be vicious, and
others allowed to be innocent, as by such
nice distinctions the difference between
them is not easily discovered ; so by men's
partiality and indulgence to their own trail-

ties and their pleasures, it is to be feared,

that such passions only will be by them in-

terpreted to be vicious, as do not thwart

their inclinations, and lo which they them-
selves are not greatly addicted : by this

means vicious passions may attack us in

disguise, at distance hang out friends' co-

lours ; but when they approach us, we shall

perceive to our smart, that they are ene*

mies. Besides, I think it is treating vice

a little too favourably, to let it shelter itself

under the same name with innocence : there-

fore, for my own private assistance, I shall

take the liberty to make this distinction be-

tween affection and passion ; that when the

ju;&t boundaries between these two very dif-
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ferent territories are fairly marked out, I may
the btt.er be able to keep within the limits of
the one, without making incursions into the

other. Now, I take the affections of the

soul to be the life and vigour of it ; by
whose warmth and activity all the springs

of it receive their power of moving and act-

ing, and without which the soul could no
more subsist than the body without the

soul : It is by the help of the affections tliat

it moves to good or evil, that it acts virtu-

ously or viciously. The affections may be
said to be ihe fire of the soul, which, wisely

managed, is ready to sei'\'e it for all sorts

of beneficial purposes ; but if carelessly ne-

glected, or foolishly einployed, is capable

of breaking into unruly flames, to its utter

ruin and destruction. So long as tliis fire

is under the management of reason, it is

both useful and necessan', and still retairs

the name of ajft'Ction : but when it becomes
disorderly, and breaks loose from her go-

vernment, then it becomes pernicious and
vicious, and deservedly assumes the name
ot /)(i.s.s707i^ which signifies the disorder and
anguish of the soul : so that when at any
time I speak of the necessity of eradicatirg,

or extinguishing the passions, I do not

mean to eradicaie, or extinguish the affec-

tions of the soul, without which it canuot
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^bsist ; but to eradicate andextinguisKthe.

disorders and anguish of it, with which it

cannot subsist comiortably.

Human reason of itself has not force or

powder sufficient to lead and conduct a man
to w isdom and virtue ; which are of that

noble and sublime nature, that nothing but

the divine influence can produce them in the

soul of man.

IVIan from his Infancy Is nourished in er-

ror : he does not only suck his nurse's mnk

;

but imbibes her errors : he does not only re-

ceive his being from his parents, but learns

their errors also: he is not only diverted

>viththe conversation of his companions, but

infected with their mistakes. Thus error

takes the earliest possession of the soul,

and never quits her hold, till obliged to it,

either by the grace of God, or stroke of

death. Nor is it any wonder (in these cir-

cumstances) that man should be ignorant of
the right end of life, and of his true busi-

ness in the world. It is to be feared, that

too many have no other notion, than that

they are placed in the world like beasts in a
pasture, to devour the product of it; and
that their great Avork is to endeavor to excel

each other in large possessions, rich clothes^
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etately houses, costly furniture, splendid

equipage, dciicatc tables, and such other

trinkets of pride ajid luxury, and incitements

to violence and injustice. And this is the

ami^tion that parents strive to kindle in their

beioved children. Great God! that men's
understanding and ambiton should be so

short sighted, as not to see, nor aim at any

thiiig beyond the poor extent of these im-

pertinent vanities! and that any man can

think, that thou hast given him a being to

be v/hoily employed in these pursuits! that

thou h.ist bestowed reason upon him only,

th.i: h.: may sully it with his passions, as if

the use of it were not to give him the pre-

eminence over beasts, but to render him
inierior to them ; for doubtless a rational

brute is the worsi of brutes, as having larger

capacities for mischief. It is strange that a
man can think that he receives blessings from
God not to make him more mindful of him,
or to excite his addresses to him, but to

make him neglect and forget him ! that his

gifts are bestowed upon hiiu to rob the great

benefactor of his aft'ection, which is the

ustial consequence of them! and that the

faint and forced adorations ofhis last breath

were the onlv tribute due to God, as it is

oo often the only one that falls to his share.



All men have some chief aim superior to

all others ; ihe compassing oi which is the

great employment ol their thoughts ana la-

bour ot their souls: other designs being

carried on only leisurely and accidentally,

wiihout any great concern; the soul being

entirely bent upon the success of that which
it has made choice of as iis grand business

and satisfaction. That of the ambitious

man is power and honour ; that of the lux-

urious man is sensual pleasure ; that ol the

covetous man is the increase oi his wealth :

but that ol the wise man is the increase of

his virtue. He looks upon the world as the

stage, where he is placed by the great Cre-

ator to act his pan, and upon lite as the

time allowed him to act it in. He is dili-

gently careful of all his actions and beha-

viour, knowing that his fate depends upon
his performances. He values not the hiss-

ings or applauses of the inconstant ignorant

multitude ; but is most industrious!} solicit-

ous to obtain the approbation of the Almigh-

ty Spectator.

Man is the only creature in the world
whose happiness is imperfect, and who is

sensible that, it is so ; who has something in

him thaL disdains the imperfecLion of his

own being, and languishes aiter a condition

c
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fhor^ perfect. Were he cpmposed cJnly*,

lik.. uLiiLT animals, oi fiesh a.i<-i inood, he

would find no more iault with his being

th;\n they do with tlieirs; since the matter

ot which his body and theirs is made, is

not capable ot" such reflections : but these

ar^' the secret repinings ot the soul, by
which she plainly discovers herselt ; and
our attentive observations ot her, will soon

turn into a demonstration, that we have

such a principle existent in us*- And since

\: is natural tor all beings to seek and thirst

afier happiness, it is necessary to know
where the seat of it is fixed ; it being the

waiiLof that knowledge that makes us wa^te

BO much time in vain pursuits, and urtj.ro-

fi..able attempts, in endeavouring to confine

h :ppiness to the body, which is a prison too

weak to hold it ; and the senses that con-

tluct it thither are too feeble long to guard
ai;d deta'm it. It is always attemptir:g

to make its escape; and, what is worse, it

nev.r misses of its aim. Bisides, if it hag

no other existence than ih- body, it must be

V. .y short lived, and in a contemptible por-

tion of time perish wiih it. A man that is

of that opinion must be sure to keep hi*

thoughts always st<adily confined wi(hin tlie

CO tipass of this li^e ar.d v.orid ; for if thy
ha])]^en to wander beyond it, they will enter
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mto fbrk uncomfortable regions, that wiU
atibrd ihcm noiaiag but black and aisil-al

prospects, which too mtany gay umhinkii.g

people find by sad experience. Novv vu-
tue ''which Imay define to be the science of

ha|)piness) will give us true notions oi ifc.^

anj. leach us, that the tiMe seat of it is m
the soul ; which is of a capacity large enough

to contain ii, and of a duration lasar.g

enough to preserve it to eternity : ' there it

may rise to unmeasurable heights without

restraint ; it can never overburden or over-

power the soul, it is the poor feeble body
only that is not able lo support it, that is too

weak to bear the rapid and violent motions

of the soul, when it is fiiled and agitated

with an exces?.ive joy. The heart is capable

of bearing but a small insignificant measure

of joy: it may easily be overcharge: d av ith

it, like a gun Vv ith powder, and be rent and

destroyed with the irresistible efforts of it j

according to the several degree of which, it

is vTvident, that it often occasions ecstacies,

6v. oonings, and death. The heart can no
more support immoderate joy than immod-
erate grief: the one is destructive by dilat-

ing it too much, the other by too great a

depression : and it is equal Vv^hether the ves-

sel be crushed by too strong a pressure with-^

ou", or torn in pic ce§ bv i:oo violent an ex-

Irension from within. Whichsoever of tltem
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liappens, the frail cask is broken, and life

spiit.

In case of temptation, it is a prudent
caution to avoid the encounter, when we
are conscious ot weakness, or unable to

withstand it : but I do not think it the part

of a generous mind to rest satisfied in a
safety that is always owing to flight. It is

much braver to keep the mind continually

exercised, and inured by imaginary con-

flicts, until it is taught and enabled to over-

come in those that are n al ; that whatso-

ever temptation ofi'ers itself, the soul may-

be imrepid, and coming bravely to the en-

counter, may knov^^ how to be victorious by
its own force and virtue.

It is a prepost' rous resolution that some
people take, of defering to be virtuous till

they grow old, imagining, that wisdom is

the natural consequence of old age ; as if

that which is the p;reatest imperfection of
human nature, were most proper to confer

upon us the highest perfection of it. Long
obsiTvation indet d gives experience ; but

that is a thing veiy diff"erent from wis-

dom, though it is the utmost advantage old

aR:e can pretend to bestow upon us. Now
it is to be considered, that virtue is a habit

of the mind, to be acquired with gi'eat in-
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dustiy and applkation ; to be forcibly intrc*'

duced into the soui, in opposition to vice,

which has gotten (it is to be supposed) a

long and undisturbed possession of it, and
must be dislodged with great difficulty, and
by a persevering resolution. And this is

not to be effected in a little time : the inha-

bitants are all on its side ; and it has so

carefully strengthened the place, that the

siege must be both long and doubtful. It

is like to be an achievement that will not

only require the vigour of youth, but more
time also than old age has to bestow upon
it. The chief end of a virtuous life is to

give us as near a resemblance as is possible

to God, to make us pure as he is pure

;

that is, to raise us to the utinost degree of
purity our frail natue is capable of. Now,
the defering this work till we grow old, is

resolving first to be as unlike God as is

possible, in a confident, but ver>' ridiculous

assurance, that old age will help our deforr

mity, and give us a very good resemblance

of him, and in an instant confer upon us

purity like his, after we have wilfully passed

our whole life in contracting pollution. So
wonderful a change as this, it is possible for

him (who can do all things) though not for

age to make ; but it is such an one as no
man can reasonably expect. Canv/e think,.

C 2
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when the purest and sprightliest part of lift:

has been drawn out to vice, that the dregs

are an offering fit for Godr can we think it

thc-n only fit to please him, when we are

not able to offend him longer f this is no

better than a being cast upon God Almighty

by age and infirmity against our will ; like

mariners who are forced by storms and

tempests upon a coast they never intended

to come near.

It is generally believed, that the deluge

occasioned the shortness of man's lite,

which is much contracted since that time,

in comparison of its length in the time of

the antediluvian patriarchs ; and we find

that the viciousness of mankind occasioned

the deluge : and very probably God thought

fit to drown the world for these two rea-

sons: firsts to punish the then living of-

fenders ; and next^ to prevent mens ]ilung-

ing into those prodigious depths of imj)iety

for all future ages : for if in this short term

of life, which is now alloted to mankind,

men are capable of being puft up to such an

insolent degree of pride and folly, as to

forget God and their own mortality, his

power and their own weakness. If a pros-

perity bounded by three score and ten years

(and what mortal's prosperity since the de-

luge ever lasted so long?) can swell the
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miad of so frail a creature to such a prodi*

gious size of vanity, what boundaries could
then be pui to his arrogance, if his life and
prosperity v/ere likely to continue ei^ht

or nine hundred years together, like that of
the patriarchs. If under the present cir-

cumstances of life men's passions can rise so

high; if the present short and uncer:ain

enjoyments of the world are able to occa-

sion such an extravagant pride, such unmea-
surable ambition, such sordid avarice, such
barbarous rapine and injustice, such malice
and envv, and so manv other detestable

things that compose the numerous train of
vice, how would the passions have flamed,

and to what a monstrous stature would
every vice have grown, if those enjoyments
that provoked and increased tht m were of
eight or nine hundred years duration ? If

eternal happiness and eternal punishment is

able to make no stronger impressions upon
men's minds so near at hand, it may well be

imagined, that at so great a distance they

would have made little or none at all ; that

the one would have been entirely divested

of its allurements, and the other of its terrors,

and the great Creator deprived of that obe-

dience and adoration which is so justly due
to him from his creatures. Thus the inun-

dation of vice has (in some measure) by
God's goodness, been prevented by an inun-
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dation of water ; that which was the punish^

mnit ol one generation, maj be said to

have been the preservation of all those

which have succeeding it ; for if life had
not been thus dipt, one Tiberius^ one 6V//i-

gula^ one Nero^ one Lervis XiV. had been

stifficicnt to have destroyed the whole race

of mankind ; each of whose lives, had they

been ten times as long, and the mischiefs

thev occasioned midii} lied by that number,

it might easily be computed how great a

plagtie one such a long-lived monster would
have been to the world.

IVIen are apt to put very' narrow limits to

htnnan virtue ; and as a reason lor their so

doing, they plead the frailty of human na-

ture ; which they pretend has put such scan-

ty bounds to it, that it is in vain to attempt

to enlarge them. IVIen may flatter them-,

selves if they please Mith such pretences
;

but I doubt they will not pass for warrant-

able excuses of our carelessness and negli-

gence. I dotibt it will appear, that if the

Stream of otu* affections is too small to water
a larger field of virttie, it is because it is

diverted for other purposes, into other

channels. VVliere interest and ambitioa

lead men, they can break through the

bounds of possibility, and march far into

the territories even of seeming impossibi-
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lity ; but when virtue is our conductor, we
are not ashamed to stop long bcsure we
arrive within sight of those borders. In the

former case men can depend upon the help

of that imaginary idol fortime ; but in the

latter they dare not rely upon the promised
and sure assistance of the all-powerful God.
The riches and magnificence of a Persian
king, the wealthy treasures of the far dis-

tant Indies could so inflame the soul of Alex-

ander the great^ as to make him perform
actions incredible, and surmount difficulaes

seemingly invincible : but the eternal joys

of heaven, the infinitely glorious and truly

inestimable treasures of the great King of

kings, have not (it seems) charms sufficient

to kindle in our souls the same ardour. So
much is the thirst of fame greater than that

of virtue ; so much (to our confusion be it

)i €poken) are our passions stronger than our
faith.

A wise man must not only take care to

govern his own passions, but that he may
not be governed by those of other men : for

if we must be subject to passion, it is equal

whether it be our own or other peoples.

When the right way is lost, it is no mater
which way we wander. Now it may hap-

pen in many cases, that when a man hath
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co.iiormky lo rtrubon, yet other nn.n Tguia. d
by passion, not by reason) finding fault with

his actions, will be apt to give him a dislike

ol his own proceedings, unless he be very

Well fixed and confirmed* in his principles

and reason. This is a matter that veiy

well deserves our utmost attention ; since

upon it depends not only the peace and tran-

quillity of our lives, but even our virtue

also, which will be in danger to t:e shaken,

if ihe miiid be not stradv, and proof against

the reproaches and derision of the world.

IVIost men are read)' enough to reckon up
th.^ income of ih. ir estates, and cori] ute

how it will answer their several expences ;

but few employ tht ir arithmetic to calcuhitc

the value and income of their life and time,

or CO isider hov/ they may be expended to ^

the best advantage. In these the beggar has

as large a revenue as ihe king, though this

is justly accounted ihe most valuable trea-

sure. The gracious CTod has distributed

equal portions of these to all degrees and
CO editions of men, though not to every par-

ticular man the same proportion ; and th^

sum total of this is threescore and ten years, i

all l)eyond that being labour and sorrow,

riud many jears also on this side of iu
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is iikely to be spent in happiness and enjoy-

ment, and how much will be employed to

less pleasing purposes, which may be thus

easily computed : twenty years may be de-

ducted for education, which is a time of

discipline and restraint, and young people

are never easy till they are got over it; and
the last ten years of the seventy may be
deducted for sickness and infirmities, which
Very often is the portion of those years : so

that these thirty taken out of life, there

remains biit forty, out of which a third part

(being at least eight hours in the four and
twenty) which amounts to about fourteen

years more, must be deducted for sleep,

that sister and image of death ; and then
there remains but twenty-six, out of which
when the requisite allowances are taken for

the time we are made uneasy with our own
passions, and tormented with other peoples,

fur what passes in sickness, pain, loss, and
affliction, what we consume in anxiety for

things that must inevitably happen, and
what in anguish for accidents irrecoverably

past ; what passes in stupid and insipid

amusements, or brown studies, without

either trouble or pleasure ; and when this

is summed up, the poor inconsiderable re*-

mainder, I doubt, we shall R©t aceottjit
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fiiabiy wastea in vice ana voint)

.

I suppose mens passions do not only make
them miserable in tins world, bui art no
inconsiaerabie part ol iheir torment in -the

nexL : ior the body limits and restrains the

soul;%o that the flame either ot viftue or

vice cannoi blaze in this lite to an excessive

degree : but when it is freed from that con-

finement, the passions become ten thousand

times more turious and ragmg, bemg let

loose by divine vengeance to torment and

ruck the vicious soul : as, on the other hand,

every virtue is heightened and mcreased
unmeasurably, to the mfinite joy ot the sotil

thai is virtuous. For it is to be supposed,

that the inclinations which the soul has

either to virtue or vice at its departure out

ol the body, are not changed atter its sej.a-

raiion, but exceedingly augmented ai^d

strengthened ; so that it is highly necessary

to take sufficient time to endue it with an /

hiioiLual virtue, belore it passes into eler*

nuy, where habits are not altered, but im-
proved.

The soul agitated with passions, fai"e&

like a weak bird in a stormy day ; she is

not able to make a straight liight, but is
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iossed from the tract she would pursue,

being lost and carried in the air at the plea-

sure of the winds. In this condition is the

souT, till, by a constant meditation upon
the great God, and application to him, it

has obtained a strong and vigorous faith to

ballast and strengthen it, and enable it to

maintain the straight and steady course of

virtue.

Reputation and praise may be useful sup-

ports to a weak virtue ; but when it be-

comes strong, it must cast them away with

the same indignation and disdain that a
child does his leading-strings, when he has

strength enough to walk without them.

It is a contradiction to imagine, that re*

putation or praise is a suitable recompense
for virtue ; since it is a reward that nothing
but vanity can make acceptable. It declares

a man both foolish and vicious, that can be
pleased and satisfied wich it ; and that his

merit is only owing to his pride. True vir-

tue, as it has no other aim than the honour
and service of the great God ; so the least

and only recompense it aspires to, is his ap-

probation and favour.

1)
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It gives a greatness of soul truly noble,

to a viruious man, to consider how honour-

able he is made, by his being the servant ot so

great and glorious a master. With what gen-

erous thoughts, what firm and graceiui con-

iidence does the assurance ot his favour and
love inspire him^ How much does he dis-

dain to increase the gaudy slavish cro\v d, that

so assiduously attend the levees and couches

of pool trail princes, whose beings are no
better than his own t With how much in-

dignation does he despise a fawning court-

ship, and attendance upon insolent and vi-

cious favourites .'' scorning to pay such hom-
age to vice. How contemptible do the vain

interests and pursuits, hopes and fears,

desires and aversions, that so much busy
and disturb the world, appear to him who
has his soul enlightened and enlarged with

the love of its great Creator and merciful

Redeemer.''

It is wonderful to consider how vast a

progress the imcient philosophers made in

virtue, apparently by the help of natural

reason only ; though many of tliem were
not ignorant of the inabilit}' of human rea-

son (singly) to make men virtuous ; but

were conscious of the* necessity of divine

assistance, in order U> so great a perform-
ance. And 1 make no question but many
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©f them had that assistance to the consum-
mation of their own virtue. It is astonish-

ing to reflect upon the strength of their

faith, both as to the existence of a Deity,

and the immortality of the soul : and what
surprising effects it had upon them, in ren-

dering their lives highly virtuous, in beget-

ing in them the utmost contempt of the

world, and the most profound reverence

and adoration of God. With how much
bravery and courage, in those cloudy times

(without the help and direction of the com-
pass of revelation which we enjoy) did those

bold and generous navigators sail in the

wide and vast sea of virtue ? What gixat

and useful discoveries did they there make ?

What rich mines did they lay open to the

world, if men had had industry enough to

have wrought in them, and wisdom sufficient

to have exhausted their treasures i But, O
merciful God, how much gi'eater and plainer

discoveries hast thou, in thy infinite good-
ness, been pleased to reveal to mankind, by
the example and doctrine of the blessed

Jesus ! who has brought life and immortal-

ity out of thick clouds and darkness, not

only into a clearer and brighter, (that were
to say too little), but into an open and mani-
fest light ! whose gospel is a system of so

refined a philosophy, so exalted a wisdom,
' d2
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and the divine characters that shine in h
are so conspicuousi} legible, that nothing

but the darkest ignorance and blackest cor-

ruption can hinder us from reading thtm

:

both v.hich 1 beseech thee, O blessed Sav-
iour, to deliver me from, and that thou wilt

be pleased to endue me with the same bless-

ed spirit of eternal truth, by^\hom thy holy-

word was dictated to thy disciples, that, by-

its assistance in reading, I may understand

it, and by understanding I may evermore
delight in it, and conform my life entirely

to it.

Most great and glorious God ! who hast

appointed the rivers to hasten with a rapid

motion to the sea, be graciously pleased (I

most humbly beseech thee) to make the.

stream of m}' ^^ ill perpetually to flow w ith

a cheerful and impetuous course, bearing

down pleasure, interest, affliction, death,

and all other obstacles and impediments
whatsoever before it, till it plunge itself joy-

fully into the unfaihcmable ocean of thy'

divine will, for the sake of thy beloved Son,

my Saviour, Jesus Christ.

This may be laid down as a general

maxim. That whosoever is not sincere to

man, can never be sincere to God ; nor can
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he that is insincere to God, be ever sincere

to man : for without sincerity there can be
no virtue, either moral or divine.

The original and progress of virtue seems
to me to be thus : God, in the first place,

gives grace to man, which grace produces

faith, faith wisdom, and wisdom virtue.

Grace enlightens the soul, and makes the

objects of faith visible to it: faith, having
the prospect of felicity in view, necessarily

begets wisdom, or a most earnest desire,

and most prudent prosecution of that feli-

city ; the consequence of which is virtue, or

a suitable conduct of our lives, for the at-

tainment of the same end. But there is

another sort of faith, of a wretched kind,

which may arise in the souls of vicious men
at the approach of death ; for the deluding
scene of the pleasures and vanities of the

world being withdrawn, a new and real one
will discover itself to them : they must then

hav^e faith, their eyes can no longer then

be kept shut: they must then be convinced,

that there is a God, from whose glorious

presence they must for ever be excluded ;

a heaven never to be enjoyed, and misery
not to be avoided. As to the mercies of
God to sinners, I desire to have as enlarged

potions of tliem as may be consistent with
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reason ; having abundant need of them, and

humbly imploring them for my own salva-

tion. I make no doubt but that repentance

and conversion may be (and sometimes are)

wrought by God Almighty in a moment;
and he that sees the sincerity of it, may,
without further proof, be pleased to accept

it : but it is an intolerable presumption for

any one to expect and depend upon such a

favour : besides that he who has this sud-

den and lute sincerity cannot have the satis-

faction of knowing it himself, having no
time to make anv convincing trial of it

;

but must lie under extraordinary doubts,

whether it be real or not, whether it be the

effect of grace, or only the effect of fear:

at best it is infinitely hazardous ; and the

case is of that prodigious consequence, that

a wise man (if possible) would run no haz-

ard at all.

Avarice can overcome pleasure, and con-

strain the covetous man to abandon it all the

days of his life, for no other end than to

heap up an useless treasure ; and were it

not a shame, should vice have power to do
what virtue cannot perform ? shall not our

love and duty to the adorable God so much
as oblige us to exchange an inconsiderable

pleasure for a vastly great one ? a pleasure
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which (like a flower) is no sooner blown

than it fades, for a joy that, beginning to

take root and blossom here, will flourish

and bear delicious fruit to all eternity.

It is necessary to be wise, in order to

love wisdom ; to be good that we may love

mercy ; and to be charitable, that we may
love bounty: for if these be wanting in us,

how can we love God and adore him as we
ought to do, for these lovely attributes?

on the contrary, it is as necessary to be

temperate that we may hate intemperance,

to be just, that we may hate injustice; to

be humble, that we may hate pride ; other-

wise how can we hate vice, which is so

odious to God.

My most gracious God, who hast been
so infinitely merciful to me, and my dear

child, not only the year past but all the

years of our lives, be pleased to accept my
most unfeigned thanks for thy innumerable
blessings to us; graciously pardoning the

manifold sins and infirmities of my life past,

and bountifully bestowing, both upon my
dear child and myself, all those graces and
virtues that may render us acceptable to

thee. And every year thou shalt be pleased

to add to our lives, add also (I most humblv
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implore thee) more strength to eiir faltii,

more ardour to our love, and a greater per-

fection to our obedience : and grant, that,

in an humble sincerity and constant per-

severance, we may ser\e thee most faith-

fully the remainder of our lives, for Jesus
Christ's sake, thy blessed Son, our merciful

Redeemer.

Reason must be careful to keep all the

affections of the soul under a constant exer-

cis ' and strict discipline, as a skilful gen-

eral does his soldiers ; for too much rest

and liberty will make them grow licentious

and mutinous : and when they have once

learned to be disobedent, it will be a diffi-

cult task to reduce them again under good
command.

How happv is the soul to whom virtue

and vice are the onlv objects ot its desires

and aversions! which loves nothing but what
it is sure to obtain, and dreads nothing

but what it is certain to avoid ; which rests

upon a rock whose foundation is immovable,

and leans upon a support that can never

deceive it; which securely reposes itself

upon the great and gracious God ; and un-

lading itself of all its cares, lays them upon

him who so tenderly cares for us, and lovew
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us with a dearer and much better love than

we are able to love ourselves.

If we do not believe God Almighty to

be infinitely wiser than ourselves, why do
we worship him ? if we do, why do not we
(with a happy assurance) commit ourselves,

and all that belongs to us, entirely to his

will and disposal.

Lively and elevated ideas of God, and of
eternal life, must necessarily create in us

most despicable and contemptible notions

of this life and world: for it is a notorious

contradiction to say, that our love to God is

hearty and sincere, and yet at the same time
we feel in ourselves a great and earnest love

of the world ; since it is a natural effect of

love to create an ardent desire to enjoy the

company and presence of that which is be-

loved : but vehemently to love this life and
this world, is to desire to bie as far distant

and as long absent from God, (whom we
pretend to be the object of our love) as is

possible.

I am convinced that the pleasure of vir-

tue has been and ever will be a riddle

in the world, as long as it lasts ; the mean-
ing of which has never, nor ever can be

D 3
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knovrn or conceived, but by those ta whoni

it shall please God, out of his infinite good-

ness, to expound it.

Faith is that blessed tree which pro-

duces the nobie and divine fruits of wisdom,

virtue, and true felicity: but withal it is of

so fine and delicate a nature, that it will not

grow and thrive in the cold and barren soil of

man's heart, without his incessant care and

industrv, and the enlivening influence of

the divine Spirit. O gracious God, so

cherish and increase, I most humbly beseech

thee, that small grain of it which thou hast

been pleased to plant in my heart, that it may
spread and flourish, and take such finn root

there, as to be able to defend itself, and
protect me under the secure shelter of its

branches, from all storms and tempests that

shall ever assault either the one or the other.

Man must consider his being in one of

these three capacities ; either as liable to

an utter dissolution by death, or as capable

of an eternal continuance after it in happi-

ness or in misery. If he believes tlie first,

why does he ever disturb his mind with the

doubtful thoughts of a God? if he believes;

the latter, why does he luiprofitably enter-

tain it with any thing else.
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My most good and bountiful God

!

what numberless praises have I to give

thee, and pardons to beg of thee, both aris-

ing from the employment I have been for

some months past about! What thanks
have I to return thee for the ease, the con-

veniences, and comforts of life, which thou
hast so abundantly bestowed upon me ! But,

my gracious Lord! what fervent ad-

dresses ought I to make to thy infinite mer-
cy, to forgive my ingratitude and weakness,
in suffering my thoughts to w^ander from
thee, and my affections to grow languid to-

wards thee ! How much time have I been
impertinently consuming in building a
house, which I ought to have employed in

endeavouring to form my mind to a perfect

obedience to thee ! Pardon, gi'eat God

!

1 beseech thee, for Jesus Christ's sake, all

my omissions and neglects, and my too

often cold and distracted addresses to thee

:

and grant, that I may pass the rest of my
life in an uninterrupted endeavour to please

thee, and in a continual return of thanks

for this, and all those innumerable bless-

ings which thou art never ceasing to bestow
upon so undeservdng a wretch.

Assurance of eternal happiness ! that sub-

limest degi'ee, that finishing stroke of hu-
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man felicity in this lite, is that which eveiy

soui (ihaL makes any serious reflections in

matters ot religion) pants alter, it is there-

fore necessary to know upon what founda-

tion this blessed state is built, and ironi

what principles it arises ; and those, I think,

it is plainly evident are faith, love, and
obedience ; since no man can have assur-r

ance that does not feel in himself the prin-

ciple of obedience ; nor can he have obe-

dience without the principle of love, nor
love without the principle of faith : for it

is a notorious contradiction to imagine,

that any one can be assiued of God Al-
mighty's pardon, without obeying him ; of

his favour without loving him ; or of the

eternal enjoyment of him, without a llrm

and steadfast belief in him. But I am per- «

suaded, that the word Faith is too fre-

quently misunderstood, and taken for a bare,

careless, and faint assent to any truth we
pretend to believe ; which notion of it is

not only deceitful and false, but pernicious

and destructive. This therefore is what I

mean by a firm belief in God ; when, from
intent meditation and mature reflection, the

judgment, reason, understanding, and all

the faculties of the soul, are overpowered
with an irresistible conviction of the neces-

sary existence of such a divine Being;
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which also represents him to the mind in-

finite in glor)', in power, in wisdom, in

goodness, and in all perfection ; with such

charms, such beauty, such loveliness, as to

captivate and ravish the affections of the

soul, and smite it with a divine love ; such

a love as may possess it with an ardent and
languishing desire after the enjoyment ol

him, with diligent and laborious endeavours

to please him, and with incessant strivings

to resemble him, and render itself amiable

and acceptable to him. Such a love as may
reign triumphantly in the soul, engrossing

all its affections, divesting all other objects

of their charms, nay making them appear

vile and contemptible ; and delivering the

absolute and entire dominion of the soul to

the great and glorious Creator of it. Ac-
cept, great God ! of such an entire domi-
nion over my soul, and be pleased to main-
tain it against all opposition and tempta-

tion whatsoever, by thy infinite power ever-

more.

The next thing necessary to be seriously

and impartially considered relating to faith,

is what measures and degrees we have of

it : for, since our eternal happiness depends
upon our being possessed of this virtue, we
cannot make too nice and diligent inquiries
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what proportion of it we feel in ourselves.

And to that end, we are to consider whe-
ther there be any thing we love more than

God, or fear more than him : whether his

favour be the centre to which all our aims,

designs, and desires tend ; and whether his

displeasure is the evil we most carefully

and solicitously strive to avoid : whether
our chief study be to know his divine will,

and our constant labour (or rather delight)

to perform it : whether any temptation,

either of pleasure or gain, be capable of

mo\ing us to do any ill action : or whether
the fear of any loss or mischief, either to

our persons or estates, be capable to deter

us from persevering in good ones. For if

we value estate, reputation, or life more
than we hate sin and vice, and would be

induced to commit the latter to save any of

the former, it is demonstrable, that we fear

the loss of those things more than God.
And if we find ourselves capable to be

tempted and allured, either by pleasure or
profit, to do an unjust or vicious action, it

is as plain, that we love those things more
than him ; and that the consideration of his

favour and displeasure only prevails upon
us, when nothing else comes in competition

with them. But if we find that we refuse

many things which otherwise we should
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choose ; that we despise many things which
otherwise we should value ; that we refrain

from many actions which otherwise we
should have committed, and do many others

that else we should have avoided ; and all

only in regard to the favour or displeasure

of God, it is evident, that we are actuated

by the influence of a true and vigorous

faith ; which grant, most gracious God ! to

me thy poor unworthy servant, in the most
perfect manner my frail nature is capable of,

pardoning in me all the defects of it hither-

to, for Jesus Christ's sake. j.

Duty and happiness are so closely linked

together, that the performance of the one
does naturallv draw the other after it : For
as it is our duty gratefully to adore the

great God for all his blessings, and con-

tentedly to submit to all his dispensations ;

so it is a pleasure to be grateful and con-

tented : but he that is discontented can never
be grateful, nor he that is contented miser-

able. Blessed be the most bountiful God,
who has annexed an unspeakable pleasure

to faith and virtue ! who has, in his infinite

goodness, made those things that are of

the highest advantage to mankind so ex-

ceedingly delightful.
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Such is the weukness and imperfection

of bare human reason, supported only by
its own force, that it is capable of conduct-

ing us but rarely to truth ; though it fre-

quently leads us to innumerable errors : a

remarkable instance of which is the opinion

of that learned and great philosopher Aris-

totle, That the world and the race of man
were eternal ; than which nothing was ever

more injudiciously imagined : nor was there

ever a greater contradiction advanced, nor

more repugnant to common sense. The
falsity of which notion plainly appears from.

this consideration, without recurring to re-

velation to confute it. if there were an

eternal succession of men, we must in our
thoughts trace this eternity up from one
man to another, till we arrive at that man
wlio was the first possessor of it ; since it is

plain, from the nature of succession, that

there must have been a first : and whoso-
ever that first was, who was the [assessor

of eternal life, we mi'st necessarily conceive

to be likewise possessed of eternal power;
and being eternal without beginning, must
infaliil^ly continue eternal wltL-:ut end

:

which naturally leads us to the conception

of a being vastly dilTcrent from man. So
that this wild incoherent notion of the eter-

nity of mankind, -licws us plainly how
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glimmering a light the clearest human rea-

son gives, and how much vve stana iu Rc^ed

of brighter illuminations. But though life

in man has so short a period, we cannot

but conceive it somevv here to be eternal

:

for if we could possibly imagine a time

when no being had life, it is, I think, im-

possible to conceive how any being couid

ever have begun to live : for it is evident,

that life having annexed to it a measure of

power, must consequently be ihe work and
product of power ; and in supposing a time

when there was no such thing as life, we
suppose a time when there was no such

thing as power (since there can be no power
without life) ; and consequently it were im-

possible that life could ever have had any

w^here a beginning : from whence it fol-

lows, that life in some one being is eterf.al,

and from that inexhaustible fountain has

been conveyed and bestov/ed to all crea-

tures that have ever possessed it ; and that

eternal fountain of life is God, who is also

the sole fountain of wisdom, of power, of

happiness, and of all goodness ; and who
dispenses (out of his infinite bounty) such

proportions of these several blessings to all

his creatures, as he thinks fit ; each of them
being totallv and entirelv comprehended in

liie own blessed being j whom my soul most
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humbly adores, and to whom it desh*es

fLiithfuUy to render all honour, priuse, and
dutiful obedience.

Man is of such a base and perverse dis-

position, that he is seldom prevailed upon
by mildness and goodness, but is restiff and
obstinate, like an untamed horse, contend-

ing against the fixed methods of God's
providence in the world : his mind seldom
submits by reason, but must be mastered
and broken by rough usage and affliction,

till he is sensible of his own weakness, and
inability to contend against Almighty power.

Was man's reason more strong, or his pride

less powerful, he would never be pushed on
to so dangerous an experiment.

There is no less necessity of the mind's

being fixed and steady, in order to its right

direction to the subj xt of its consideration,

than of the hand's being firm and unshaken,

that it may surely hit the mark it aims at:

for when the mind is pointing at a subject,

if it has not firmness enough to keep itself

fixed upon it, every light thought or imag-

ination is capable of pushing it beside the

mark and making it lose its aim. And being

thus unstable and uncertain, it is like a weak
hird in a strong tempest, that has neith^
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foree nor weight sufficient to keep a direct

course, but is carried by the violence of the

storm beside the place where it endeavours

to settle, ill this condition is the mind
when capable of being hurried from the

subject of its concempiation by eveiy gust of

passion : and though it has reason in view, it

wants force to bear up to it, and ballast suffi-

cient to resist the fierce assaults of its unruly

affections, which keep it in a continual waver-

ing course, and hinder it from arriving at se-

curity and repose. The greatest concern

therefore a man has, is to labour to gain

such a steadiness of mind, such a method
of reasonable thinking, as may not be capa-

ble of any interruption. And when this is

obtained, the next care must be, with the

utmost diligence, to preserve the mind in

this happy state. And to this end we must
not be less watchful over innocent, than

over our vicious recreations ; and take

care least an over eagerness in the one, does

not amuse and lead us insensibly to the

other; for the thoughts being once unfixed,

it is not so easy a matter to settle them
again, and the affections being by degrees

disengaged from their true and proper ob-

jects, will be in danger of betaking them-
selves to false and trifling ones : nay, it is

well (being once upon the wing) if they
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step towards each of which is a coolness

and indifference to wisdom and virtue ; and
such a case is not less deplorable, that inno-

cent diversions were the occasion of it : and
indeed I doubt no diversions can be said to

bc^ innocent which have that fatal effect.

Bv^sides, by disuse, the mind, as well as the

body, contracts sluggishness and impotence,

so that when it is brought to exercise, and
we endeavour to turn it to reasonable

thoughts, it appears, that it has not only

lost its vigour, but its pleasure also : since

the pleasure of wisdom and virtue (which
are the result of right reasoti) depends upon
the vigorous impressions made by them
upon the mind. So that it is impossible that

a languid soul can ever be a happy one, any
more than one that is doubtfully wavering
between virtue and vice. I am but too sen-

sible how ill an effect idle and impertinent

cares and amusements (though very inno-

cent ones) by some continuance and fre-

quent repetitions, have upon the mind. I

had hopes, when I began to build my house,

that I was pretty well prepared against this

danger ; being very well aware of it, and
(as carefully as I could) endeavouring to

prevent it : but I found, to mv great dissat-

isfaction and trouble, that those necessary
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c^rcs and contrivances I was obliged to fill

my head with, were so great a prejudice

and incumbrance to my mind, that I had
neither liberty nor power, whatever efforts

I made, to penetrate so far into those

thoughts and reasonings which I earnestly

laboured often after, and passionately de-

sired ; and would rather be continuall} mas-

ter of, than of all the houses and kingdoms
upon earth. My soul was clogged and
grown too heavy to soar above the reach of

low insipid conceptions ; the springs of it

seemed relaxed, and incapable of pushing

it to vigorous imaginations ; all its bright

ideas were clouded, and it grieved and lan-

guished to think from v/hence it was fallen,

and dreaded the misery of sinking lower.

It mourned, and was ashamed to stoop to

those fairy delusions, those shadows of
pleasures, which the world aftbrds, and
which it could not forbear to despise, though
it had not force to reach its wonted joys,

by bearing itself up to lively meditations,

full of love and adoration to its great Cre-

ator. By this, my ever gracious God ! thou
hast taught me, that thou being the only

fountain of true joy and felicity, every step

I advance towards thee, the nearer I ap-

proach my happiness ; and every degree I

depart from thee, I hasten towards my mis-
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er)". O be thou mercifully pleased to guard
and protect my taith, that neither the open
force of the most violent temptations may-

be able to shake it, nor the insinuating al-

lurements of innocent diversions (by gentle

unsuspected imjiressions) to undermine it

:

but keep me perpetually and firmly adher-*

ing to thee, constantly persevering to the

last moment of my life in all these things

that are pleasing and acceptable in thy sight,

for Jesus Christ's sake, my ever blessed

Redeemer.

A peaceful life^ all other xvays ijou'll miss !

Through virtue lies the only path to bliss.

The first two things to be sought after in

order to the acquiring of a settled calmness

and undisturbed pleasure of mind, are a
constant and frequent love of the adorable

God, and a real and entire contempt of the

world ; which love of God will certainly

flow from a frequent and serious coniem-
plation of his continual and unspeakable

goodness to us, as the contempt of the

world will undoubtedly ensue from a rea-

sonable and imjiartial consideration of it.

These I look upon as the necessary found-

ation upon which alone may be built that

noble, beautifid, and desirable structure of
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the only valuable treasure upon earth ! and
that alone of which we may be innocently

covetous! a dominion more glorious than

all the empires of the world ! in the pursuit

after which alone ambition is justifiable,

O my God ! strike my soul with an ardent

love of thee, that may flame to such an
height above all other aftections in me, as

no one may ever come in competition with
it ; such a love as may not only subdue all

other affections, but purify and make theni

innocent: a love that may create in my
soul a perpetual pleasure in the contempla-
tion of thee, and a continual thirst after

thee, never to be quenched, but by the bless-

ed enjoyment of thee : a love that may rav-

ish my soul with thy divine perfections,

and paint there such lively images, such
bright ideas of thy glorious majesty, that

none of the trifling pleasures and tempt-
ations of this world may be able to make
any impression on it. And as, my gra-

cious Lord ! thoii hast given me much^ and
forgiven me much^ so raise my love to a
degree proportionable to thy bounty and
mercy.

Death is said to be the King of Terrors,

These words I suppose are usually misun-
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a natural death, as it is cniy the separation

oi soul and body ; but must be understood
of that eternal death, which is most properly

(though not emphatically enough, if words
were to be found to heighten the expression)

termed the Kiiig
'jf

Itrrors^ as being the

eternal separation of the soul from God,
and exclusion of ic from any portion of

felicity. And I think it is evident, it ought
to be taken in this sense : for a man who
has either led a virtuous and innocent life,

or one who having done otherwise, does

trtdy and sincerely repent, resolving upon
a perfect and universal obedience to his

God for the future ; and is conscious to

himself of no wilful breach of his resolti-

tions, but continually begs pardon for such
failings and infirmities, as he cannot either

discover or avoid, who imfcignedly abhors

those follies and vanities, which he fancied

so much pleasure in before, taking his great-

est delight in his love and obedience t®

God, who looks upon his being as made for

another world, not for this; and can with

a piercing eye of faith cast frequent, though
imperfect glances thither, and make such
discoveries of the glories of heaven, as to

inflame his soul with an earnest desire to

enjoy them : such an one must needs behold
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death with a wishing eye : it will appear to

him no otherw ise than as that which opens

the door to his liberty and happiness, and
lets him into those ravishing joys he has so

much longed lor : he would behold death

approaching with the same pleasure that a

man cast upon a desert island, would see a

ship sailing to his relief; he would run

eagerly to the shore, and embark with de-

light.

Ife'^s truly in a happy state

^

Whose hopes increase,, andfears abate:

Whose triumphs conquer''d passions grace

;

To "who Tf^the King of Terrors -wears a smiU
ing face.

It is not amiss in the m.atter of benefits

received, to consider how easily and almost

naturally, the love of corrupt, ungrateful

man passes from the giver to the gift, and
only glancing upon the former, fixes itself

on the latter: and this being remarkably
notorious in the case of benefits received

from Almighty God, it concerns us to con-

sider well what we receive, and how much
we pay, that we may know whether our
payments in love, duty, and adoration, bear

any -tolerable proportion to what we owe,
and have received in real benefits : whether
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our love to God be pure and sincere, or only

mercenar)' and interested : whether it flows

from those infinite perfections that render

him truly amiable, or proceeds from the

value we have for the things he bestows : if

the last be the case, then, if we would speak

plain, we must confess, that we love God a

litde, because he gives us those things we
love a great deal ; and I doubt it may too

often be added, much better than himself:

for if our love of him be grounded upon the

love we bear to the things he gives us, it is

demonstrable, that we loved those things

not only before, but better than him, and
that our love to him was kindled, not by his

own excellence, but by the excellence we
fancied in the things he gave us. Now, if

those things have no intrinsic value in them,
nor have any just title to our affection, and
yet they rob God of it, to whom it so justly

belongs : I fear such a love can hardly be

cleared from being in some measure idol-

atrous. But there are gifts that have a real

value in themselves, such as faith, wisdom,
virtue, &c. the love of which will increase

our love to God : in these we need not fear

loving the gift more than the giver, since it

is l)y the love of these only that we can
arrive at the love of God ; for faith gives us

true notions and apprehensions of him

:
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wisdom leads us to the knowledge of him,

and virtue to the obedience of him. And «

the same may be shewn from every^ other

grace or virtue. In loving truth, justice,

bounty, &c. we actually love God ; these

virtues being a part of his essence, and inse-

parable from it, nor belonging properly to

any other being but his own : no portion or

degree of any of them residing in any other

being otherwise than by a gracious commu- "

nication of them by God, from their several

originals remaining entire and complete in

himself; from whom I humbly beg contin-

ual supplies and increase of all graces and
virtues, through his infinite bounty and
compassion.

"ff

Pleasure results from an impetuous mo-
tion of the united affection, either in the

prosecution, expectation, or enjoyment of

some.good ; or at least what we take to be

such : but it is more in the expectation,

than in the enjoyment even in the sensual

pleasures : for the share the body has in

pleasure is very inconsiderable ; the much
greater part, either of pleasure or pain, be-

ing lodged in the mind, and felt there

;

though the body is capable of a greater and
more la^-ting perception of pain than it is of

pleasure. Now, to be sensible of this truth,
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we have but to consider some one ofthe most
sensual pleasures, as that ot gluttony, (and
it is the same of all the rest.) Now this at

first may appear to be entirely the enjoyment
of the body, though that bears a very small

share in it, which lasts no longer than the

meat is going down, and tasted upon the

palace. The chief of this pleasure is in the

fancy and imagination ; in the earnest long-

ings after it, and expectations of it, before

it is really tasted: so that the enjojTiient of
all sensual pleasures is properly rather the

extinguishing of pleasure than the enjoy-

ment of it : since it extinguishes that prin-

cipal part of it, which was tasted in the mind
by the help of fancy and imagination.

A great part of wisdom consists in the

knowing how to make a right estimate of

thi igs ; for our aft'jction and aversion always
attending upon our esteem and disesteem,

if these be built upon a false foundation, the

others will be iixed upon wrong objects : so

that we shall either love what we ought to

hate, and hate what we ought to love, or at

least our love and hatred will exceed their

due bounds, in regard of the value of the

different objects they are placed upon, fiap-

piness and misery are things, the one of

which is most eai-nestly coveted, the other j
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most carefully a-s-oided, by all mankind : but

how can a man with any judgment set him-
self to procure the former, and escape the

latter, unless he has first the knowledge of

those good and evil diings, that conduce
severally to them : for we must call every

thing good diat contributes to happiness^

and every thing evil that procures our mis-

ery. Ignorance and mistakes are fatal in

the choice of good and evil : wherefore, it

no less behoves every man, to be able to

discern between the one and the other, than

it does a physician to distinguish wholesome
herbs from poisonous plants, least where he

designs a remedy, he administers destruc-

tion. If men are ignorant, what are the

ingredients that enter into the composition,

of happiness and misery, or be mistaken in

the choice of them, they will be wretched
enough to choose the contrary of what
they seek after. Is it reasonable to imagine,

that care and skill are necessary for the ac-

quisition of every trifle we ignorantly set a

value upon, as riches and honour, and of

all those sciences by the means of which we
hope to attain to either of these, and yet

that true and substantial happiness, (which

is the perfection of our being) comes by
chance, without being sought after. Can
man be vain enough to imagine, that the

E 2
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mind can be furnished with just and true

notions, without ever taking the pains to

think, with lofty and generous conceptions,

without giving itself the trouble to meditate

and reflect ? that it can (to the utmost of its

power) fathom the depths of the knowledge
of God and itself, without an unwearied
diligence and constant application ? and,

finally, that having by such means ascended

to a high degree of felicity, that it can be

able to maintain its station without indus-

try and assiduity ?

We are not only miserable enough to be

governed by our passions, but foolish enough
to repine and murmur, that God Almighty
will not submit to be governed by them too,

which is the cause of our so frequent quar-

rels at his pleasure, in ordering and dispos-

ing the affairs of the world, and of our un-

easiness in vainly contending with his un-

changeable decrees, which are therefore

only unchangeable, because they are the

result of his infinite unerring wisdom : all

whose determinations, as they are best in

themselves, so doubtless are they most be-

neficial to his poor creatures, if we had but

confidence enough to rely entirely on his

mercv, which is the only thing that will

never disappoint us.
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How many irretrievable inconvenience's

do men fall into, purely from the fickleness

and continual mutability of their humours.
It were good therefore thoroughly to under-

stand ourselves, to prevent the miseries ac*

cruing from this cause. We think perhaps

this instant, that such a thing would please

us, and make us happy, whereupon we apply

our utmost diligence, sparing no pains to

procure it ; and it is ten to one, by that time

we have it, our humour is altered, our la-

bour lost, and all our expectations of hap-

piness frustrated : and then our inconstant

fancv pitches upon some other thing, per-

suading us it is that must give us content

:

which also obtained, from the same cause,

disappoints us as much as the former ; and

not pleasing us, the consequence is, we
grow weary of it, disgusted at it ; and it is

well if we have it in our power conveniently

to get quit of it when we think fit ; for a

thousand instances may be given of cases

w^here a mistake in the satisfaction we pro-

pose to give ourselves, proves vastly preju-

dicial, and oftentimes the misery of our

whole lives. How frequently are young
people ruined, and elder ones unfortunate

upon this very score ? imagining, that the

wannth of the present temper will continue

and procure them satisfaction in despite of all
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the inconveniences that may attend the ^a-
tificcii .on oi il : but tiiut tagcrncss untxpect-

ecily relaxing, leaves them in the lurch,

deiraudcd ot their happiness, and loaded

vvieh vexation. Thus unhappy man turns

restlessly from one thing to another, hoping'

bv change to had reliei, and never reflects

that the desire of change is his disease

;

that his disquiets will never cease till he has

unalterably fixed upon the objects of his

pleasure, and having brought his mind to

like and love only what is fit and reasonable,

keeps it firm and constant in the approbation

ot these things., And w hen the vagrancy

of humour and fancv is settled, a man has

but to choose (for once) his pleasures, and
(as far the nature of human things will per-

mit) he is assured to have them permanent,

I myself was in great diuiger of making a

scurvy experiment of what I have been say-

ing : and had not my mind, by my ever

good God's assistance, taken a pretty strong

bent before hand towai-ds the satisfaction I

had fixed upon for it, it would have run the

hazard of declining from it ; for the ideas

it had conceived began so far to wear off for

want of renewing ihe irtipressions, by intent

meditation and frequent reasonings, (which

I was in a great measure hindered from, by

an incessant hurry of trivial employm^int^
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for six or seven months together, in con-

versing with workmen, and contriving for

building), that I found it no easy matter to

bring it up to its former station, it having
considerably lost ground: notwithstanding

my continual endeavours to keep it unmove-
able in those principles I had resolved to

persevere in to my life's end : for though (I

thank God) I found no inclination to be vi-

cious, yet the ardour of my virtue was ex-

tremely abated, and consequently the plea-

sure I received from it. And though I

still retained an abhorrence to vice, yet my
indignation at it was much slackened : so

that the one did not seem to have altogether

so charming, nor the other so deformed an

a,spect as they used to appear to me with:

and the passions, which I hoped had been
pretty well overcome, began to strive and
struggle for mastery again ; and had they

prevailed, the house I was building for a

comfortai)le retreat from the world, where
I designed to spend my days in the service

and adoration of my most merciful God,
and in studying to cultivate my mind, and
to improve it in all virtue, and render it less

unworthy of his favour, would have seemed
to me a melancholy habitation ; and after

all my charge and pains in building it, I

should have grown weary of a solitary life,
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(for solitariness without virtue is an unsup-

portable burden) and have left it, to have
played the fool somewhere else. But, bless-

ed be my gracious God ! who has, and, I

trust in his infinite mercy, ever will avert

so fatal a mischief from me ! Oh let me
never stray from thee, nor shrink in the least

from my resolution of an entire obedience

to thee. Hold thou ?ne up that I may never

fall; and in thy glorious light let me ever-

more see light. Leave me not to my own
vain imaginations, the greatest curse that

can befall wretched man.

As a reasonable well-grounded faith is

the highest perfection, and supreme felicity

of human nature in this imperfect state, so

'an unreasonable and obstinate belief is of

most destructive consequence to salvation.

He i<> as sure to miss the mark he aims at,

that overshoots it, as he who shoots below

it ; and perhaps he is not less likely to fail

of salvation that over-believes, than he that

believes too little, or does not believe at all

;

for though it is absolutely necessary to be-

lieve, that Jesus Christ came into the world
to be the saviour of mankind, and that it

is through his merits, propitiation, and in-

tercession alone, that we can reasonably hope

to be saved; yet if we think, that he has so
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absolutely purchased salvation for us, as to

disengage us from the obligation ol our ut-

most obedience, and to release us from la-

bouring and striving diligently (according

to the farthest extent of our power) to serve

and please the great God, to imitate his per-

fections, to exterminate as far as possible all

sin and impurity out of our souls, and to be
always renewing in them the almost worn-
out traces of his glorious image ; he that

has such an unreasonable preposterous faith,

I doubt will find himself as much wide of
the mark in the affair of his salvation, as he
that believes nothing relating to it. Such
an unlimited mercy were rather lo render

us libertines than m.ake us free ; it were to

suppose, that God infinitely pure had pur-

chased and given a liberty to those he was
pleased to love and favour, to be as impure
and vicious as they thought fit ; which is

the most notorious contradiction imagin-

able ; since no reasonable man can conceive,

that a being of an essence perfectly pure,

can delight in perv^erse polluted creatures,

of a nature entirely opposite to his own

:

yet, after all, we must not pretend a title

to the favour of God, from any virtue or

purity we are capable of; but having to the

utmost we are able performed our duty, we
must cast ourselves wholly upon his mercy,

?»(
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through the merits and intercession of Jesus
Christ our Saviour ; lor it were a rash pre-

sumption to think, that such a creature as

man is, were capable of doing or being any
thmg ihat could merit Irom the Deity, who
bestows all things upon his indigent crea-

tures, btit neither needs, nor can receive

any thing from thtm, but most imperfect

praises and adoration ; and those too not

flowing from ourselves, but from the influ-

ence and inspiration of his blessed spirit

in us, who is the author of all our virtue,

and by whose power alone it is that we are

able to forego any vice. How then can
frail man merit of his Creator, who has
nothing of his own to beptow upon him ?

who with ad his pride and arrogance is like-

wise so impotent, as not to be able to give

himself the life oi the poorest insect, nor
so much as to retain his expiring breath one
moment ; how much Itss then has he pow er

to assume and lead a virtuous life I Such
a life as makes some aj^proaches toward
that of angels; which nevertheless, not be-

ing the result of man's wisdom or abilitv,

can eiaim no title to merit. If the seed
sown pioduces a plentiful harvest, it is to

the sower the praise belongs : and w hatso-

ever virtues sj^ring up ui the soul from the

divine influence, to the bountiful God alone

the honour is due.
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Neither vicious nor innocent pleasures

that are communicated by the bodily senses,

can ever give saiislaction to a rational

man, who, by a clearer reason diseoverii g
their vanity and insufficiency, will not un*

profitably waste his desires and affections

upon them. But the pleasures of" virtue,

which are conveyed to the mind by thought

and reflection, come attended with a charm-
ing force, which both convinces and ravishes

the reason of every w ise man with their ex-

cellency : so that his soul may freely, with-

out check or restraint, plunge itself into the

delightful enjoyment of them.

Though it is impossible to describe all

the delusions which wild passions impose
upon mankind, the tw^o following mav justly

be reckoned amongst the greatest ; and are

indeed the pillars upon which error, vice,

and ignorance are erected, and by which
they are supported : the one is that man's
conceptions of eternity are slight and super-

ficial, as if he had neither share nor concern

in it ; but his imagination is so filled and
loaded with the enjoyments of time, as if

it were his own unalterable and inalienable

possession. The other no less mischievous

delusion is, that man's thoughts and notions

of the Deity are low, mean, and unworthy
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of that most glorious Being ; though his

mind is Iraugiii with great and loity ideas

ot his own sufficiency and excellence, very

unsuitable to so impotent and helpless a

creature. Were these two gross mistakes

rectified, man would soon grow better ac-

quainted with himself, have a more true and
intimate knowledge of God, (in comparison

of which all the things we see or can con-

ceive are of no value), and lead a lite be-

coming a reasonable creature.

This day * puts me in mind of the great

perplexity and uneasiness 1 have perceived

in many people, occasioned by the super-

stitious impressions made upon their minds
by the tales of weak and ignorant people in

their infancy ; a time when the tender mind
is most apt to receive the impressions of er-

ror and vice, as well as those of truth and
virtue ; and having once received either the

one or the other, is likely to retain them as

long as it subsists in the body. How cha-

ritable a care is it therefore, and how much
the dutv of everv parent (whom it has pleased

God to bless with a right imderstanding)

to endeavour to transmit it (with what im-

])rovement he can) to his children i and to

* Ch'ildcrmaS'day*
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have at least as much care of them as a

gardener has ol a nice delicate plant that

he values, who diligently shelters and de-

fends it from the pernicious assaults of

storms and tempests, and blasting winds,
till a milder season and warmer sun puts it

out of danger? With no less industry

ought a kind parent to guard the tender

mind of his child from the no less hurtful

notions and superstitious conceits of foolish

ignorant people, who, by senseless imper-
tinent tales, begin to plant errors and vice

in the innocent soul, even from the cradle ;

for it is in the nursery, where ignorantiy

deluded, and deluding wretches, first sow
those tares in the child, which it is ten to

one whether the grown-up man is afterwards

ever able to root out. There every simple

creature (if not prevented) will be blotting

the yet clear and unspotted soul, and sully-

ing of it with false lines, and foul charac-

ters ; besmearing of it (after their aw kward
manner) with horrid images of frightful

sprites and hobgoblins, and painting upon it

a thousand monstrous and terrifying shapes

of death, to make their future life miser-

ably wretched. Thus, with a barbarous

folly, they create betimes the most abhoring

aversion in the mind to that which Prov-

idence has ordained unavoidable ; and with

F 2
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a detestable Implctv, sow in it the seeds of
reluctance and contradiction to the wisdom,
will, and unalterable decrees of the Al-
mighty: so that when wiser people come
to try their skill, they find the unhappy
soul so bedaubed with those odious, hideous

figures, that there is little room left for

fairer and better impressions. Here is laid

the ground work of an erroneous judgment,
and wrong understanding : and amongst
other mischiefs that have here their begin-

ing, are those very grievous ones, of a
timorous and superstitious spirit, apt to

give credit to die luckiness or unluckiness

«f certain days, and to a thousand other

ominous whims and conceits; v/hich, as

they are the unhappy offspring of weakness
and ignorance, so are they the (never

enough to be detested) parents of gnef
and misery to those who are weak and
wretched enough to be deluded by them.
All these deplorable follies proceed from
wrong and unworthy apprehensions of God's
providence, in his care of man, and gov-
ernment of the world ; for no reasonable

creature can ever imagine, that the all-

wise God should inspire owls and ravens to

hoot out the elegies of dying men: that

he should have ordained a fatality in num-
ber, inllict ])uni.shmciiL without an offence:
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and that being one amongst the fatal num-
ber at a table, should be a crime (though

contrar}' to no command) not to be expiated

but by death ! that even spiders and candles

should have a foreknowledge of man's des-

tiny: that certain da}'s are unlucky, as if

the good and virtuous were not at all times,

in all places, and in all numbers too, assured

of the protection of the infinitely merciful

God. These are such horrid conceits, so

void ofreason, and full of impious foil)*, that

those people can neither have right notions

of him, nor truth, nor faith in him, that

give credit to them. I might have added
amongst the nursery accomplishments, that

the passions are generally nourished there

as carefully as the child : and it is well ifthe

indulgent mother, as well as others in the

family who should have more wit, do not

think pride and ambiton admirable ingre-

dients in a genteel and virtuous education.

Thus folly, like gunpowder, runs in a train

from one generation to another, preserved

and conveyed by the perpetual tradition of

tatling gossips.

Though (as I have fonnerly said) man
(who has no goodness or virtue originally

in his own power) can merit nothing from
that Being to whom all power belongs, yet
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he ought so to live, and so to act, as if the

highest pitch of human virtue were scarcely,

or (at most) but just sufficient to procure

the eternal favour of God ; the consequence
of which, to those on whom it is bestowed,

is no less than eternal felicity.

The affections of the soul of man being

incumbered with as many distractions as

there are objects to excite and engage them,
what measure of proportion (Oh most gra-

cious God !) can the gratitude of so frail

and imperfect a creature, bear to the oblig-

ations ever flowing upon him from thy un-

limited bounty ? If everv moment of time

comes from thee loaded w^ith blessings,

what an unaccountable sum must the year

produce ? And if the blessings of a year

surpass our account, how must we be con-

founded and lost in the reckonmg of our
whole lives ? And should we by the same
niv^thod, most merciful God ! strive to

number our sins and offences, we should
find it a task equaliv impossi!)le with that

of numbering thy mercies. Accept there-

fore, I most humblv beseech thee, the im-

perfect thanks and adoration of my soul,

and continually augment its power and ca-

pacity, more perfectly to render thee both

the one and the other. Accept likewise of
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its unfeigned sorrow for all my sins and
offences, and continually diminish in it the

force of corruption, and all tendency and
inclination in it to vice and disobedience.

And as thou renewest thy blessings widi,

the year to me and my dear child ; so 1 beg
thou wilt be pleased to make us both clean

hearts, and to renew also right spirits with-

in us ; that we may most gratefully,' obe-

diently, and acceptably serve thee all the

days of our lives, for Jesus Christ's sake,

our gracious Lord and Saviour.

Man's excessive love of the world, and
want of love to his and its Creator, is (I

may affirm) the cause of nine parts in ten

of ihe vexations and uneasinesses of this

life : nor must he depend upon the force of
his reason for a remedy, that without as-

sistance is too weak to subdue those fierce

and obstinate passions it has to encounter;

which though they suffer a small defeat, can
immediately levy new recruits, and return

to the attack with fresh vigour ; whereas
reason having no such supplies must needs
at length be overcome. Those ever multi-

plying Hydra's heads are not to be lopped
off by so weak an arm ; and it were but in-

considerate rashness to attempt the labour

of a Hercules, without Hercules' strength

;
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nor can so difficult a work be successfully

underUiivcn, OLhensisc than by ihc h ip of
that Uivine irresistible power, which is

commanicated to man by laith, which is

sufficient to make him more than conqueror*

But ot ail the mistakes men so constantly

make, there are none perhaps more fre-

quent, and (1 am sure) more dangerous,

than chose concerning their faith, which is

a treasure they are too apt to flatter them-
selves they possess j though when it is re-

quisite. to make use of it, it is well if they

do not find themselves too often deceived.

This one instance, I vhink, is sufficient to

demonstrate this matter. No man will

waik upon vhe brink of a precipice, where
he ia assured that every slip is attended

with death : nay, few care to approach even
within such a distance where thev may
s;aiid secure enough ; because their fear in

that case alwa\ s represents to them the

danger much greaier and nearer than it

really is. Now, it men believed the eter-

nal displeasure of God to be as great a mis-

chief as the former, they would undoubt-

edly dread it as much, and as carefully

avoid it: but we see manv men who think

th y have faith, or at least would be thought
to have it, not onlv walking; continuallv up-

on the outwai'dmost borders of innocence.
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but frequently stumbling, and falling far

within those of vice, without greatly con-
cerning themselves to prevent such slips for

the future. Thus in the former case it is

evident, that the firm belief of the danger
will not suffer men even to approach it so

nearly, as where no danger is ; but in the

latter their want of faith leads them confi-

dently even where it is impossible for them
to escape it. So much can fear in base de-

generate man prevail beyond reason! so

weak is reason without the strength of faith!

Oh, my gracious God ! grant me that in-

estimable treasure, out of which my life

may be furnished with all virtues that may
render it pleasing in thy sight.

Fancy is a weathercock that turns wuth

every blast of the opinion and applause of

the inconstant unthinking world: so that

whatsoever point it stands at this moment,
the next perhaps it will be hurried to that

which is directly opposite : and he that

steers his life by this compass, will be sure

to make a veiy uncertain and vexatious voy-

age ; and instead of ever arriving at the

haven of tranquillity and enjoyment, he
will be forced upon the rocks of delusion

and disappointment, where he will be

wretchedly entertained with repentance and
despair. r 2

7 ^^'iGR'^
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Religion is a thing much talked of, but

little understood : much* pretended to, but

very little practised : and the reason why it

is so ill practised is, because it is not better

understood. Knowledge therefore must pre-

cede religion ; since it is necessary' to be

wise, in order to be virtuous. It must be

known to whom, and upon what account

duty is owing, otherwise it can never be

rightly paid : it must therefore be considered

that God is the object of all religion, and
that the soul is the subject wherein it exists

and resides. From the soul it must pror

reed, and to God it must be directed, as to

that Almighty Being whose power alone

could create a rational soul, and whose
goodness only could move him to make it

capable of an eternal felicitv ; which in-

finite bounty of God has laid a perpet-

ual obligation upon the soul to a constant

love, obedience, and adoration of him ; aad
to an undoubting assurance that the same
power and goodness that created man, will

for ever preserve and protect him, if he
perseveres in the sincere performance of his

duty. The body therefore can have no other

share in religion, than by its gestures to re-

present and discover the bent and inclination

of the mind ; which representations also are

but too often false and treacherous, deluding
those that behold them into the opinion of
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a saint, but truly discovering a notorious
h\ pocrite to God, who sees how distant his

intentions are from his pretences. People
are as much deceived themselves as they
deceive others, who think to use religion

as they do their best clothes ; only wear ii to

church on a Sunday, to appear fine, and make
a shew, and w^ith them (as soon as they
come home) lay it aside carefully, for icar

of wearing it out : but religion is good for

nothing that is made of such slight stuff as

will not endure wearing; w^hich ought to be

as constant a covering to the soul as ihe

skin is to the body, not to be divided from
it ; division being the ruin of both. Nor must
it be thought that religion consists only in

the bending the knees, (which is a {-idi)g

posture of humility) but in the fervent and
humble adoration of the soul ; nor in the

lifting up of the hands and eyes, but in the

warmth of the affection. Outward gestures

and decent behaviour are things very fit and
reasonable, being all that tht body can pay

;

but it is inward sincerity alone can render

th m both acceptable. Much less does re-

ligion consist in dismal looks and sour iaces,

which only shew that it is very unpalatable

to those people that make them : and it

seems to me as if they were swaiiowing

something that went grievouiy against their
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stomachs. It is likewise to be considered,

thii- cliv- ireqiiency and it r\ cnc) oi pra\ er

gives 11 acccpiance, noi. the length oi it:

that one prayer righLiy addressed to Ciod,

from a weli disposed mind, is more tfhca-

cious than ten sermons carelessly heard, and
more carelessly practised. But hearing

being much an easier duty than praying,

(because it can often change into sleeping),

is therelore s ) much preferred to it by a great

many people: but il in the end, their pro-

found ignorance will not excuse them, I

am sure their stupid obstinacy never w ill.

Bui there are so many virtues required,

in order to praying rightly, that people

think perhaps ihat it would take too much
time and pains to acquire them : and they

are much in the righ:, if ihey think their

prayers will be insignilicant without them,
and that an ill man can never pray well, and
to purpose ; lor the sti« am will always par-

take ox -he fountain : and it the mind (which
is i.he fountain ot ail our addresses to C'od)

be vicious and impure, the prayers which
pp'Cced from it, must needs be sullied with
th^- same pollutions. But, on the contrail',

if the mind be once made viittious, all that

proceed from it will be pleasing and accept-

ed. A. il a-, o ci'.j cteci looks, and a sor-

ro Willi countenance, they are not at ail grace*
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ful in religion : which is so far from being

a melancholy thing, that it can never appear

displeasing, or tiresome to a mind where
wisdom and virtue do not first seem trouble-

some : for wisdom instructing the soul to

act reasonably, instructs it likewise to ser^^e

and obey God readily and cheerfully : for

that which appears reasonable to a wise

man, will always appear delightful : and
religion is that very same reason and wis-

dom, whose xvays are zvays ofpleasantness^

and all whose paths are peace'^. . j

The peace of God being what we so often

pray for, and earnestly desire, ought (as

far as possible) to be understood, in order

to be more earnestly coveted, and surely

possessed : for that in which it is said to

pass all understanding f , is in the invaluable

advantages and delight with which it is

constantly attended ; and not that it is so

unintelligible a thing, as not possibly to be

apprehended by us. Since that which in a

great degree we are capable of feeling, we
are certainly in some measure capable of

understanding, this blessing is prayed for,

that we may have the unspeakable comfort

of feeling it ; and indeed there is no under-

^ ProT, iii. 17.».»..t Philip, iv. 7.
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standing it but by feeling it. But though
we may comprehend enough of its vakie to

make it infinitely desirable, yet the utmost

extent of it as far surpasses our understand-

ing, as the blessings whicii precede and
follow it ; which are the favour of God,
and the inconceivable bliss that accompa-
nies the eternal enjoyment of him : there-

fore I will never cease my endeavours to

know as much, nor my petitions to thee my
gi-acious God, to make me feel as much of

this blessed peace of thine, a peace which
all the power, wealth, and vain glory of

this world can never give, as thou of thy

infinitely tender mercy shall think fit to be-

stow on me. It is natural that the word
peace should put us in mind of its contrary,

xvar ; since peace arises from the conclusion

of war, and from the cessation of strife and
combat : and that there is a contest between
reason and passion, wisdom and folly, vir-

tue and vice, in the soul of man, is too

evident to need a proof. And it is as plain

that there is trouble and disorder whereso-

ever there is strife and contention : so that

the agitated mind must needs be perplexed

and restless as long as this intestine war
continues, and till there be a complete vic-

tory gained on one side or other. If vice

a^d passion absolutely prevail, the contest
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indeed will be at an end, but it will be ^
wretched one ; and such a peace will only

ensue as will suffer those outrageous ene-

mies to tyrannize without opposition or
controul ; a peace fatal to the soul, that de-
bai-s it from any future hopes of liberty or
happiness. But if it pleases the all-merciful,

as well as the all-powerful God, to succour
man's weak reason and virtue engaged in

this doubtful and dangerous conflict, and so

to illuminate the one and strengthen the

other, as to give them an entire victory;

then he crowns the transported soul with
his divine peace, the joy and comfort of
which as much surpasses all expression, a:^

the infinite benefit and blessing of it sur-

passes ail understanding ; which peace, most
gracious God! grant evermore I beseech

thee to thy poor unworthy servant, for Jesus
Christ's sake. Amen^ ,v

Imperfection is an argument that there

is such a thing as perfection ; and the expe-
rience of so many things imperfect, plainly

leads us to a certainty of others that are

perfect : for one contrary is an argument of
another opposite to it, as cold of heat, dark-

ness of light, death of life, and so of in-

numrrable others : the first of all these be-'

iug the privation of the latter, are therefor©
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evident demonstrations of them. The world

is a prodigious heap of imperfection, if it

could be conceived to be independent, and
bearing no relation to any thing but itself;

and man the most unfinished and imperfect

of all its animals ; who seems to have a ca-

pacity only of aiming at, and pretending to

power and wisdom, without any ability of

attaining to either ; whose gi-eatest advan-

tage is from his own manifest insufficiency

and imperfection, to raise to himself a most
convincing argument of the union of all

those virtues and perfections in the deity,

of which he possesses himself little more
than confused notions and faint conceptions:

and thus from his own clouds and darkness

he may reason himself into an assurance of

the existence of that blessed and unclouded
light. Since man therefore finds in himself

such a deficiency of power and wisdom,
he must needs perceive how unfit and un-

able he is to be his own governor ; being
assaulted from without by unhappy acci-

dents, which he cannot prevent, and within

by vexations and perturbations of mind,
which he is not able to redress : and, in

consequence, that his corrupted will and
depraved affections have much less any title

to be his rulers. Whv then does he not

betake himself to consider what is the will
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and pleasure of that transcendant being,

whom superior power and excellence, by an
unquestionable right, have constituted his

lord and governor, bending the utmost of

his endeavours, and dedicating his whole
lite to the fulfilling and performance of

them r as by thy grace and mercy, most
holy Gddl (which I, in all humility, implore

of thee j I fully purpose and design to do.

The great preference I see frequently

given to sermons above prayer, makes me
desirous to consider that matter, in order to

a true discover}' to which of them the pre-

ference is justly due, and what the real va-

lue of each of them is. Sermons ser\'e for

thirse two purposes ; to teach their duty to

those who are ignorant of it, and to put

thoie in mind of their duty who are ne-

gleciiul of it ; shewing the first sort how to

perform it, and persuading ,the latter effec-

tually to do it : in both which things ser-

mons contribute no otherwise to salvation,

than he that shews a traveller his right v/ay,

and advises him to keep in it, contributes

to the bringing of him to his journey's

end: for if the traveller shall rest satisf: -d

in the bare advice and instruction he has

received and proceeds no further, he is ne-

ver likely to reach the place he first design^
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cd to go to ; since it is not to be supposed,

that he who directs him is to carry him
thither on his back. It is jusi the same case

in hearing of sermons. The minister's busi-

ness is no more than to teach him how to

be saved ; their own piety and virtue must
carry them to heaven. This is the use of

sermons, and a very great and necessary

one it is ; and yet a man may be condemned
notwithstanding all the good instructions

that enter in at his ears, unless they make a

right impression on his heart ; but it cannot

be imagined, that the same thing should

5er\'e for all purposes. The ears are made
for one use, and the heart for another: the

one being the conduit of instruction, but

the other the seat of wisdom. So the

mouth is very useful to the body in receiv-

ing food for it, but it is the stomach that

must digest and prepare it for strength and
nourishment. Thus it appearing what the

use of sermons is, that of prayer is to be

considered. And first it must be known,
that the affections of the soul have some-
thing that corresponds and sympathizes
with them in the bodv, bv which they usu-

ally discover themselves, as grief in the soul

appears by the weeping of the eyes, and
joy displays itself in a gay and cheerful

countenance. And so in our several duties
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to Sod, according as the soul is affected,

from the same causes it will certainly make
the same outward discoveries. If it be op-

pressed with trouble, or has a lively sense

of its wants and imperfections, it will oblige

the tongue to utter them, seeking redress

in humble petitions. If it abounds widi

gratitude, the lips will not be able to refrain

their thanks ; nor to withhold their praises

and adorations, when the soul is' inflamed

with love. Thus prayer is the language of

the soul, whereby it expresses its several

conditions and affections to the Almighty
God, between whom and it by this means,

a constant correspondence is held. By
prayer the soul explains and unfolds itself

to God, and by its virtue draws down con-

tinual benefits and blessings from heaven,

asking being made the condition of receiv-

ing. And it is a folly for any one to expect

favours that he will not take the pains to ask

for. And thus the advantages of those two
different, but both necessary duties, are

discovered. Sermons hold the light for the

direction of prayer ; the former being the

instruments of instruction, the latter the

instrument of salvation. Nay I might add,

that were all people as wise and as virtuous

as they ought to be, and could continue so
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there would be no need at all of sermons

;

since there Avould be no occasion either for

teaching or persuading : the first relating

only to the ignorant, and the latter to the

obstinate and vicious; so that as folly?

W( akness, and vice alone have made ser-

mons nectssar}% nothing but such a per-

fection in wisdom and virtue, as the frailty

of human nature will hardly admit of, can

ever render them useless. But the obliga-

tion to prayer is that which nothing can ever

cancel or discharge : for the more perfect

wisdom and virtue grow, the more vehem-
ent and incessant will they render prayer

;

which can never cease as long as there re-

mains any spark of the love of God in the

soul, or anv sense of his bounty and benefits.

Could prayer have an end, the pleasure of

the soul must end with it : since the smoth-
eri^G^ of strong affections causes as great

unf^asiness in the mind, as the venting of

them Q:ives relief, and consequently delight:

whr^re^fore, so lonp; as there is love in the

soul it will be tal'ing pleasure in declaring

it ; and so long as there is gratitude, it will

delifrht in expressing it : and whilst it con-

tinues virtuous and happv, it must have
th**se a^ecii^ns: therefore prayer must be

as ecemai as itself.
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All virtue is copying and imitation j

every wise man knowing full well that his

own virtue is no original, but a faint and
imperfect copy only ol the divine perlec-

tions. It is plain that whosoever would
gain the affection of others, must form his

humour to the model of theirs, or other-

wise he can never hope to be successful ;

since likeness and agreeableness of humours
is that which creates mutual friendship and
affection. And the same method must be
observed towards God, whose favour must
be deserved by resemblance ; and whose
image must be drawn upon the soul before

he will place his love upon it. And I know
not whether this will not be the main ques-

tion at the day of judgment. Whose image
and superscription does he hear'^f which
will be the mark that will discover to whom
every soul belongs, according to which they

will be disposed of: so that it will not be

by a demure and sanctified look, but by a

virtuous and sanctified soul, that every one

must be acquitted. Be ye perfect as God is

perfect f, being the entire sum and sub-

stance of religion. '

How pride can so far intoxicate men's
understandings, as to make them really

* Luke XX. 24 t ^^it' V. 48-.
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think themselves exalted by riches or hon-

our above other men, and, in the vanity of

their heans, to look down with contempt J

upon their supposed inferiors, is prodigious,*]

as usual as it is. Certainly it cannot ben
imagined that the richer clothes create the

nobler heart, or the choicer meats the more
honourable blood; though with all the •

senseless boasting of noble blood, it is the

quails and woodcocks, and other dainties^

that give it all the pre-eminence it has above

that which is bred by coarser diet ; with

gouts and scurvies, and other honourable

attendant diseases, into the bargain.

Every body that wishes me well, seeing'

I have built a convenient and pleasant house,

to shew their kindness, are apt to wish that

I may live long to enjoy it ; which 1 take

very kindly of them, since I know their

wishes are correspondent to their own natu-

ral desires ; though at the same time I per-

ceive, that their notions of life and happi-

ness, and mine are very different ; lor I

cannot think this life worth desiring barely

upon the accoimt of pleasure, and should be

ashamed to put up so unworthy a petition

to the all-wise God, as to prolong my life
^

for no other end, than for the short and
insignificant cnjoymenis that attend it ; ars
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ifthere were no expectation of a more com^
plete and perfect happiness, than what we
enjoy in this world : and as if the flesh and
biood our souls are invested with, were the

oniy vehicles of pleasure, and in conse-

quence the Almighty Creator had made
creatures to be more happy than himself,

and those innumerable companies of blessed

spirits that rejoice in the beams of his glory.

God is infinitely gracious to man, in in-

dulging him in the innocent gratifications

of his appetites, and in supplying his wants

whilst he continues him in this world : but

that is a very wrong reason why a man
should desire that he may never go out of it.

He ought to consider that his convenien-

ces are suited to the necessities of this life,

and are no longer useful than that lasts, and
it were unreasonable to expect that this life

should be lengthened and proportioned to

his conveniences. As long as we live in

this world a house is necessary ; but it is

not necessary to live because we have a

house. And so long as cold weather lasts,

a cloak is necessary ; but no body would
wish the continuance of ill weather, because

he had a cloak. Alas ! this life we are so

fond of here, is but the dawning to life ;

and we must be conducted through that

gloomy, but short passage of death, int*
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the bright and perfect day of jt, that shall

be eternally enlightentd by wit amazing
splendor of the divine glories in heaven.

It is immortality that makes life a ravish-

ing and desirable blessing ; without which
it would be but an unprofitable and burden-
some trifle, preserved with anxiety, and
quitted with terror. And how great a '

,

weakness of faith must we discover, when
we are capable of preferring a bawble of a
house before the eternal enjoyment of the

Almighty God ; who will first enlarge all

the capacities of the soul to love, desire,

resemble, and adore him ; and then abund- |
antly replenish it with suitable gratifica-

tions. There the soul languishing and
thirsting after wisdom and truth, will have
free access to the blessed and eternal foun-

tain of them, to satiate itself with bound-
less draughts of delight : there it may ever

gratify, ever satisfy its unmeasurable de-

sires, without ever extinguishing them. For
the pleasures of the soul are quite different

from those of sense, which are destroyed
by fruition : as they must needs be, since

pleasure, which has its entire existence in

desire, must necessarily increase and abate,

live and perish with it. But though I say,

that pleasure has its existence in desire, yet

desire is so far from being productive of
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pleasure that it always creates pain and ufi-

easiness, so long as the desire remains

wholly unsatisfied : for though nothing

pleases us but what we like and desire, yet

we must have some sort of enjoyment of

what we like, before it can give us pleasure :

and for this reason the hungering and thirst-

ing after righteousness^^ is very different

from the hungering and thirsting after meat
and drink. The thirsting of David's soul

after the living God, was likewise very dif-

^
ferent from that of the hart after the water
brooks]^ though the allusion is exceeding

lively and elegant. For none ever thirst

after God and righteousness, but those v/ho

in some measure already enjoy the one and
possess the other. And from the know-
ledge of the pleasure arising from that

lesser degree of enjoyment and possession,

they are still desiring and thirsting after a

greater : happy notwithstanding in what
they possess and enjoy, and ravished with

the assured expectation of a more full and
complete felicity ; full in its abundance, and
complete in its duration : whereas in the

natural hunger and thirst of the body, it is

pain and want that creates the desire, and
pleasure proceeds only from the ceasing of

* Matt. v. 6 t Psal xlii, 1, 2.
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the pain, and relieving of the want ; which
makes it differ extremely from the other

cases, where the want of enjoyment is con-

tinually relieving, and the present supplies

which God affords to the eager desire at

once gratify and inflame it. There are but

two things, that (were they not both lim-

ited by my entire resignation to the will of

my God) would make me desirous oi life

:

the one for my own advantage, the other

for my dear child's. And 1 most humbly
implore of thee, my ever gracious Lord ! to

grant me for ni) self, to live till thou hast so

far perfected my faith, love, obedience, and
sorrow for having ever offended thee, that

I may be received into thy everlasting fa-

vour ; which I have confidence through thy

infinite mercy, and through the mediation

of thy blessed son Jesus Christ, that thou
wilt grant me, and not suffer thy poor ser-

vant to perish for ever. And for mv deal*

child, I humbly commit both her and my-
self to thy protection ; and beg, that thou

wilt graciously be pleased to bless her with

a continued innocence and puritv ol lite :

bestowing upon her plentifully of thy grace

and wisdom, and making her thy accepted

servant, to trust in thee, to love thee, and
to obey thee faithfully all the days of her

life, that thou mayest give her eternal bli^^
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in thy heavenly kingdom. And for her

instruction in virtue, my tenderness inclines

me to wish to live to see her confirmed in

it. For I must confess, that in all the con-

flicts I have with aversion to death, and
love of the world, (considering her youth
and scarcity of friends) they always find

that the weakest and worst guarded part to

assault me in. But I most humbly resign'

both her and myself to the determination

of thy divine will ; ^hich I beg may always

be done ; and that thou wilt ever make mine
most joyfully conformable to it ; in full

confidence that thou wilt answer my hum-
ble petition (to make my dear child a virtu-

ous woman, zealously mindful evermore to

perform her duty to thee) by such ways and
methods as thou in thy infinite wisdom and
mercy shall think fit.

Where there is not a strong faith, there

can be no love : where there is no Icve,

there can be no desire : where there is no
desire, there is no notion or conception of

beauty ; and where there is no notion or

conception of beaut}^, there can be no de-

light ; and, in consequence, there is no
beauty in that holiness which is not sup-

ported by faith, and pursued with delight.

O grant me, my most adorable God ! ever-
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ness'* ; and give me all those graces and
virtues that are necessary for so glorious,

so sublime a performance.

So teach me, great God ! to number iny

^ays^ that I may apply my heart unto zvis-

dom]. This is ?.n arithmetic truly worth
learning ; most of our errors being comrnit-

ed for want of a light calculation of time

and eternity : for want of computing how
much we have to do in the one, and how
long to continue in the other, how unspeak-

able the concern ! how short and uncertain

the preparation ! display, good Lord ! I

beseech thee, to mv understanding the ines-

timable treasures of thy truth, which are

those alone of which I am ambitious : the

knowledge of thy truth being that invalu-

able pearl of wisdom which I am most de-

sirous to purchase at any rate. Instruct

me in all my addresses to thee, and dictate

all my petitions
;
grant that they may al-

ways be for those things that may fit me to

please thee, and not for such as may be the

fittest to please myself; and for an accumu-
lation of blessing, so influence my soul with

thv divine spirit, that thy will may ever be
my pleasure.

* PsaL xcvi. 9 f Psal, xc. 12,
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Every man, when he perceives the near

approach oi death, finds it reasonable to

betake himself to hearty prayer for the

mercy and favour of God. And can any
one be so infatuated, as to think it fit to

pass his whole life in an entire ignorance

and neglect of that Almighty Being, to

whom at last he will be obliged to resort, as

to his only refuge and support? But so

much, alas ! does base fear in poor man pre-

vail above reason, so much a stronger influ-

ence has the terror of almighty power over

man's degenerate spirit, than the charming
allurements of infinite bounty and good-
ness.

How faint are the impressions that truth

usually make upon the mind of man i Not
for want of force in the one, but through
the obdurateness of the other. What an
unhappy skill has vice and folly, in forging

of such wretchedly hardened armour for

the soul, that will not suifer it to be pene-

trated by truth, though nev ^r so sharp and
piercing.'' A miserable defence against an

instrument that is never employed to wound,
but to cure ; but a treacherous shield that

never opposes those cruel weapons, which
give not only v/ounds, but death.

g2
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If men's passions make their lives un-

comfortable, and are hardly to be endured
for so short a space, how can they be borne
withal, when they shall become eternal ?

For I take it for granted, that one mighty
torment hereafter will be an excessive

heightening and enlarging of all the pas-

sions, with an utter depriving them of any
prospect of gratification. But on the other

side, if the love of wisdom and virtue be

so sweet and delightful to the soul in this

its imperfect state, what floods and tor-

rents of joy will be poured in upon it when
all its affections shall be boundlessly and
eternally enlarged for their reception? as

doubtless they will be, to the inconceivable

bliss of those most happy souls who shall be

received into the everlasting favour of the

Almighty. And that I and my dear child

may be of that blessed number, grant my
most merciful Ciod ! I humbly beseech

thee, for the sake of thy dear Son, Jesus
Christ, our Saviour.

Honesty is like a strong perfume ; one
little grain of it suffices to enrich a great

mass, that had neither scent nor value be-

fore. How little honesty is there in the

world ? and yet what numbers of men that

by some one or other are termed honest? A
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small proportion of this noble (though un-

fashionable virtue) is sufficient to gain the

vulgar esteem ; though the most of it that

one who trulv endeavours to be an honest

man, can make himself master of, will

scarce give him a tolerable opinion of him-
self : for here it is requisite that his desires

should enlarge themselves beyond what he

possesses, or else a very moderate degree

of it, will make him sit down contented.

Some men are satisfied, if they can but

shelter themselves from ignominy under

the shadow of it ; and others, if they have

but enough of it to procure them a pretty

good reputation, have as much as they de-

sire ; and I am sure (if the esteem of un-

thinking people were of any value) much
more than they deserve, since that is all they

aim at. Thus the first betake themselves

to honesty, as they would to a spreading

tree in a storm, only for shelter and pro-

tection ; the latter make use of it as they

who want true ones do of false jewels, to

amuse the world with their counterfeit lus

tre, and deceitfully to procure themselves

that respect to which they had no just tide.

What worth then must there be in the thing

itself, whose appearances only can give pro-

tection, and confer esteem ? But as hon-

esty deserves diligently to be sought aiter,
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so it is most difficuk to be acquired, being

(..s 1 mas sayj an elixir txuacLca Irom ail

lii virtues, and is never right when any
Oil J ot them is u anting in its composiiipn.

P(jr it is rt Jt enough lo be honesi cni;> so

loiig as a man ma\ be honest ^vithout Ciis-

aavaniage ; bi:t he ought to be so at ihc

pv ri. cl ai' he is v. orih: nor is it sufr.tient

to hi.' honest only so long as a man may be

honest with safely; hut he ought to pre-

si rvf his integrit\at the expense of his life.

He Iiat designs to be a real honest man,
misi diink that the most honourable cha-

r.;c ' r he can possibh aspire to, and Uiust

hiivc the least faishood or injustice in as

gr^.ai a detestation as murder or blasphemy

:

So far must he be from doing vvilltilly a

dishonest action, that his soul must abhor

a dishontst thought. In short, he ought
to be unmoveabie and unshjiken ; neither

to be deten\ d bv fear nor allured by adviui-

tage, but to be j-roof ap;ainst all tempta-

tions ; and to value his sincerity equal to

the favour of his Ciod, believing that he
sliall undoubtedly forfeit the one, whenever
he foregoes the odier.

Wisdom, Avhich is sometimes called

/lo/iiiC'S. , Fomeiinus iig-liUci'.'^Jiess^ is ii at

\'ital principle, whose separation is as latal
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to the soul, as the separation of that is to

the body. It is that lamp of faith which
enlightens it, and introduces it to those

astonishing beauties, and amazing glories

of the divine perfections, which irresistibly

inflame it with love and desire. A love

whose pure fire purges the soul from dross

and impurity ! a love that utters peace and

pardon to it! that vanquishes sin, and tri-

umphs over temptation. Great God! I

beseech thee, cleanse and enlarge all the

clogged and narrow passages of my soul,

that thy glories may rush in, and perpetually

feed it with this divine flame, constantly

to ascend with an uncontrolable motion in

praises and adorations to thy heavenly

throne.

I make no doubt but many people would
be apt to judge, by my way of living, and

by what I write, that my thoughts and life

were the efl'ects of a dismal melancholy

;

which is a great mistake : for (I thank

God !) they are both of them the effect of

his infinite goodness, as they are the cause

of a far more serene and pleasant life than

ever I led under the conduct of folly and
passion. My vicious inclinations made me
but too well acquainted with the pleasures

that most men are so fond of; nor did I
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naturally want pride and ambition sufficient

to have pushed me to the utmost extrava-

ganc. of endeavouring to procure riches

aai honour: bat, my gracious God, whom
I can never enough love and adore, for his

invakiable mercies to me, has clearly dis-

covered to my reason, the wretched folly of

such pursuits, and has so far strengthened

it, as not to suftVr it to be overpowered and
dazzled with such childish and gaudy van-

ities : so that my contempt of the world,

and its advantages, is not for want of know-
ing the valiK' of them, but it is that very

knowledge which makes me despise thtm.

It is natural amongst men -that are igno-

norantof what it is that dictates and governs

thi ir own thoughts, and those of others, to

wonder at any bodv whose judgment and
0]:Jnion differs from their own ; not con-

sidering that the same diversity of judg-

ment and opinion, causes the same astonish-

ment on the other side : but that wonder
ceases when a man, by reason and reflec-

tion, is led to an insight of that common
nature, wherein he shares with the rest of

mankind ; for then he readily discovers the

sources and causes of all their severally dif-

ferent opinions, and the various concep-

tions arising from eacli passion, as far as the

windings of such an intricate labyrinth arc?
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capable of being traced. No wise man
therefore will wonder even at the fohv of
another; because 1 take it tor granted, that

the wisest of men (now a-days) havx
found difficulty enough to overcome their

own, and to restrain their stiil natural

propensity to it ; which will incline them
noi only to be thankiui to that infinite wis-

dom, which has so graciously communi-
cated itself to them, but to be very com-
passionate of the weaknesses and lollies

of other men, and heartily to wish and
pray for their relief : whereas a presump-
tuous inconsiderate fool has no mere}- tor

those that have different sentiments trom
his own ; which is the cause of so much
blind zeal, and so many barbarous persecu-

tions as have been in the world : men in

power and authority being unreasonably

bent to model the opinions of others exactly

to their own, without considering or caring

whether they be right or wrong ; and with-

out imagining that they have any depend-
ence upon any being greater or wiser than
themselves.

It would seem strange perhaps should I

say, that it is a sin to be miseral)le, and
that it is a sin not to be happy : but yet,

v.-hen njiiTOwly cxarpinecl, I believe it will
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appear to be no stranger than true : for the

effect must needs partake of the cause, and
misery must therefore be undoubtedly sin-

ful ; because it is acknowledged to be the

offspring of sin. But there are two sorts of

miseries incident to mankmd, the one not

to be avoided, and therefore to be pitied ;

the other to be remedied, and therefore in-

excusable. The former sort are such as are

occasioned by bodily indispositions ; the

latter are the diseases of a vicious mind-
To the miseries of a distempered body we
are enslaved by nature : to those of a dis-

tempered mind we voluntarily submit. In

the first case we want power to break our

chain ; but in the latter we want will to ob-

tain our freedom. I think it cannot be de*

nled, that it is a sin to be miserable through

the vice of the mind ; since it is apparent,

that those miseries generally proceed either

irom desiring things vicious or impossible,

or from ieurmg and dreading things natural

or unavoidable ; in all w hich we are guilty

of disobeying or repining at the will ol God,
to which we ought cheerfully, and in all

hiimiiUy to submit : for by desiiing things

vicious we discover otir disobedience ; by
desiring things impossible we den»onstrate

our iurpietv ; and bv dreiiding things natu-

ral and tmavoidable, Me betray our infidel-
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jty. Thus it being proved, that it is a sin

to be miserable, it will foJlow of an unde-

niable consequence, that it is a sin not to be

happy. It is evident that true happiness

consists in such a peaceful tranquillity and
contentment of mind, as is neither to be
ruffled by fear^ nor discomposed by desire^

And it is as certain, that such a blessed

temper can never be obtained without faith,

love, obedience, and submission (in their

several relations to God), and all of them to

a great perfection. Now happiness result-

ing from the union of these virtues, and the

want of any one of them being sinful, it

must be granted, that it is a sin not to be
happy.

Whosoever thinks himself wise enough^

or virtuous enough, is in a fair way never

to be either. He that engages in those

difficult paths, must keep in perpetual mo-
tion : there is no stopping without losing

ground. He must consider, that if his un-
dertaking be glorious, it is also laborious

;

that he has a strong tide to stem ; which, if

he does not still keep resolutely advancing,

will inevitably bear him down the stream.

The current of passion is fierce and rapid,

not to be resisted by feeble reason, and wa-
vering resolution. But if the difficulties to

H
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be overcome be great, the prize to be ob-

tained exceeds all value : he therefore

whose noble ambition pushes him to the

pursuit of wisdom and virtue, must not be

discouraged at their amazing height : nor

must he think to rest upon the steep ascent

of those aspiring mountains, who hide their

lofty tops in heaven ; whither we must
climb before we can reach them, securely

to sit down and enjoy eternal liappiness and
repose.

It fares with a feeble mind, too weak to

resist the powerful assaults made upon it

by the cares and necessities of life, as it

does with the poor bee in a windy day, who,
sjning the flowers which afford honey,

mukes eager attempts to settle upon them

;

but ihf impetuous storm drives it away, and
often obliges it to resi upon some tasteless

plant, from whence it can extract nothing

that is useful, nothing that is sweet. And
in the same manner the inconstant mind,

not sufficiently upheld by wisdom and vir-

tue, is apt to be hurried from the objects

of its pleasure and hajipiness, and forced to

fix upon such as (not <m\v) yield it neither,

bvit upon such as envenom it with anxiety

and disquiet.
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Either we owe no obedience to God
Almighty, or else we owe the most exact

one that it is possible for us to pay him

:

for if any duty belongs to him, it must
necessarily be the most perfect one thai the

utmost capacity of our nature can enable us

to perform, even as perfect as an indigent

creature is capable of expressing to his

bountiful Creator.

By the grace of God, justice and equity

shall be the pillars I will make use of to

support my fortune in the world, and not

favour and interest ; and when those are

too weak to uphold it, let it take its chance ;

and I hope I should be able to take the

same course, if my life were under the

same circumstances : for I had much rather

lose my right or my life by another man's
injustice, than obtain the one, or preserve

the other, by any base pursuit, or unworthy
application of my own : nor shall I ever

value, or seek for any favour, but that of

my God, to whom he that has grace enough
to commit himself, may with security com-
mit his fortune ; and whom I humbly beg
to dispose both of me and of mine, per-

fectly according to his own pleasure ; and
that he will always vouchsafe to support

my faith, whatever else he shall permit to

»fail me, h 2
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Faith, that fruitful parent of all other

gi'aces, call never be too carefully cultivat-

ed and improved. It is the source of pleas-

ure, the lamp of wisdom, and the soul of

virtue ! it is that mysterious ladder by
which the soul ascends to heaven, and
heaven descends to it; by which a joyful

correspondence is continually held between

it and its Creator. Faith is that celestial

flame that purifies the soul from dross and
pollution : and opens in it a new and glori-

ous scene, gilded with the ineffable bright-

ness of the Deity, adorned with the incon-

ceivable delights of a blissful eternity, and
enriched with ravishing hopes, pure desires,

love divine, and joy unutterable.

No man can truly be termed an honest

man^ who is capable of being moved by
any temptation whatsoever to be dishonest:

for though there were but one temptation in

the world that had power to work that

effect, yet he still lies under the possibility

of being a bad man ; and the best that can
be said of him is, that he is more honest

than thousands of others ; and has but that

one unhappy exception to his being a per-

fectly upright and virtuous man. A cita-

del may be called strong, in comparison of
a weaker, because it can hold out a longer

siege; but if any force be able to make it
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surrender, it can not be called impregnable^

neither can the soul of man be posiiively

termed virtuous^ till it is so fortified as to

become impregnable against ail manner of

vice.

Virtue and vice are words better known
in the world by their sound, than by their

true meaning ; men taking the liberty to

give such an interpretation of them, as is

most suitable to their own fancy and incli-

nation. But he that thinks it necessary to

lead a virtuous life, and designs to apply

himself heartily to the doing of it, must
come to a better and righter understanding

of what the things are that are really meant
by those words. I take it, that virtue con-

sists in acting conformably to the divine

attributes and perfections of God ; and
vice in acting in opposition and contradiction

to those perfections, which is very properly

called sinning- against God^ as not only of-

fending against his commands, but against

his very essence. For as acting falsely and
deceitfully, oppressively and unjustly, cru-

elly and maliciously, covetously or impurely,

is acting viciously, because plainly against

the attributes of truth, justice, mercy,

bounty, and purity in God : so acting faith-

fully and sincerely, generously and justly,

kindly and mercifully, charitably and tem-
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perately, is acting virtuously, because in

contormity to those several divine attri-

butes. And as every reasonable man must
conceive the deity to be the exact model
of perfection, so he must necessarily con-

template him as the model for his most ex-

act imitation.

Strife and contest are evidences of differ-

ence and contrarietv ; and difference and
contrariety demonstrate clearly a plurality

of principles : for where there is unit)^ there

is no contradiction : all contest must (at

least) be between two. Fire being of an

uncompounded nature, has no variance iu

?tself, but an addition of water to it, causes

strife, and plainly discovers the diversity of

elements. Thus man, were he a simple

uncompounded principle, would never find

any strife or contradiction in himself, any
more than there is in other animals, in whom
no such thing can be perceived ; but being

compounded of the two very different prin-

ciples of soul and bodv, he is sensible of

continual disputes and contradictions in

himself, which I think is a ver}^ su{?xient

demonstration of the existence of those two
different principles of soul and body in his

composition. Nay, farther, there is a pos-

sibilit}' of the one's being pleased M'hilst the

other grieves, of the one's being delighted
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whilst the other feels pain; as has l>eeii

evident in men thai have chosen to svifier

punishment rather than do a vicious imjast-

ifiable action. And though it is sufficiently

known, that the body abhors pain and dis-

solution, vet there have been those who
have rejoiced in flames, and delighted m
death ; which is a manifest triumph of the

soul over the body, and shev. s it to be, not

only a different, but a far more excelient

principle than the other^

I have formerly had it in my thoughts

that imperfection is an undeniable argu-

ment of perfection, which I find confirnitd

by this further reflection. That whatsoever

is imperfect has some degrees of perfection

in it ; as a part has some portion of the

whole, and is an argument of a whole. If

then that which is imperfect has some de-

grees of perfection, (as must be acknow-

ledged), then it is plain, that there is such

a thing as perfection : since it is impossible

tliat there should be any degrees of a thing

which is not. The next inquiry must be,

where this perfection is lodged ? It is evi-

dent not in the insensible, nor yet in the

brutish part of the creation ; nor yet in

jnan, to whom his little portion of reason

m*ist clearly evidence that it is not in him;
though it as clearly discovers, that imper-
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fection is in him : where then shall we seek

it, or expect to find it, but in thee, O, in-

finiLciy perfect, ail-wise, all-mighty, all-

glonous, and all-bountitul God ! whom my
soui most humbly adores, and begs ot thee

this Uicstimable blessing, that thou wilt en-

aoic it most fervently, sincerely, uninter-

ruptedly, and acceptably, to love, serve,

and adore thee troni this moment to all tier-

ni'.}, for Jesus Chrisi's sake, thy blessed

Son, my most merciful Redeemer ; to whom
with thee, and the Holy Spirit, the one
great God, be evermore attributed all honor,

power, praise, majesty, and perfection.

We can assign an end for the creation of
all beasts, fowls, fishes, trees, and plants,

a^ivi even the sun, moon, and stars ; namely,
for ihe use, support, and convenience of

man. And can it be imagined, that man
was made for no other end than to consume

&and devour the rest of the creation i and
Hthat he himself is a useless, worthless, in-

"sigiiificant thing, though lord and master
of the whole earth:" Great God! that

thou whose power, wisdom, and glory

shint- so bright in all thy works, shouldst

yet remain almost imdiscovered to thy crea-

ture ma.. ; on whom thou hast bestowed a
rational soul, on purpose to enable him to

jirrive at the felicity of knowing, loving>
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obeying, and adoring thee , which grant

that I may perform accordingly, and account

those duties the highest excellencies and ad-

vantages of my being, and enjoy the bless-

ing of them to all eternity.

Upon whatsoever foundation happiness

is built, when that foundation fails, happi-

ness must be destroyed ; for which reason

it is wisdom to choose such a foundation

for it as is not liable to destructive acci-

dents. If happiness be founded upon riches,

it lies at the mercy of theft, deceit, op-

pression, v/ar, and tyranny ; if upon fine

houses and costly furniture, one spark of

fire is able to consume it ; if upon wife,

children, friends, health, or life, a thousand
diseases, and ten thousand fatal accidents,

have power to destroy it : but if it be found-

ed upon the infinite bounty and goodness of

God, and upon those virtues that entitle to

his favour, its foundation is unmoveable,
and its duration eternal.

Could I ever sufficiently value the worth
and benefit of that noble virtue faith^ I

might be induced to think I had already

mentioned it often enough ; but every de-

gree of advancement in the knowledge of

it, discovers such infinite beauties and ex-

H 2
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cellencies, that were I to live a thousand

years, and \\ ere able to employ my -whole

time in meditating upon this one incom-

parable virtue alone, I must of necessity

leave much more unthought and unadmired
concerning it, than my mind (by such slow

progresses as it is now capable ol making
towards wisdom and knowledge) could pos-

sibly in that space ol time comprehend ot

it. This to many people might seem a

studied encomium, rather than an urgent

truth : but, alas ! I do not desire to amuse
mvself with such trifling conceits. Truth
is ihe thing I labour alter ; and I hope that

thv great Being who is environed with the

bright glories ol it, will vouchsate the shade

oi its pure enlightening rays upon my soul,

darkened and clouded with sin and ignor-

ance. I mav say (if this expression will be

allowed), that there is as great a variety of

climates in the mind of man, as there is in

the globe of the earth ; the one occasioned

by the nearness or distance of faith, as the

other is by the vicinitv or remoteness ol the

sun ; the first shedding the same happy in-

fluences upon the soul, as the latter does
uj on the world. They who bv a near ap-

proach bask in the beams of that illustrious

virtue, like the happy inhabitants of Spain
and Ital}-, enjoy the serenity and delights

of so fortunate a situation, ever gratified
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with the rich and delicious fruits, which
are the natural product of it : while those

who by an unhappy separation are divided

from it, and have but rarely the benefit even
of its short, remote, and imperfect glances,

may be compared to the wretched natives of

Lapland and Norwav, doomed and confined

to uncomfortable regions, abounding only in

ice and storms, barrenness and obscurity.

Virtue requires the utmost force, appli-

cation, and exercise of the mind, both in

order to its acquisition and preservation.

True notions and right ideas are not to be

acquired without our utmost labour and in-

dustry, nor to be preserved without unwea-
ried thought and diligence ; and yet it is

absolutely requisite to have both true no-

tions and right ideas of things : without

which we must inevitably make a thousand

mistakes in the disposal of our affections

and aversions, fatal to our present tran-

quillity and future happiness. For we can-

not forbear to love and hate, according to

the ideas we have of things ; and if those

deceive us, we shall love where we should

hate, and hate where we should love. From
which cause it is that so many prefer lolly

and vice to wisdom and virtue : they are

deceived by the false ideas and conceptions

formed in the mind of the one and the
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Other. How much then ought we to love,

and how diligently to seek after truth?

which is the original of all our happiness,

as falsehood is of all our misery. It is

faith, it is truth, that is the only unerring
light that can guide and conduct the soul to

present peace, and eternal felicity ; and it

is doubt and falsehood that endeavour to se-

duce it from Ijoth. But after all when we are

happy enough to have obtained right ideas,

and imprinted them upon the soul, we have
then done but half our work ; the other no
less difficult part is, to preserve them bright

;and entire ; and, by continual reflection and
meditation, to renew those impressions

they have made there : for as these decay,

our affections will grow languid towards
their objects, as well as our aversions to-

wards theirs, till at last, bv a long neglect

(if we should be so wretchedly careless),

virtue and vice will grow indifferent to us ;

and that indifference in the end will natur-

ally conclude in the preference of vice and
rejection of virtue ; than which there is but
one gi-eater curse attending upon follv, and
that is, the soul's eternal confinement to it,

even after the discovery of its misery and
deformity.
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Scorn the worlds abandonfolly^
Purchasefaith^ that glorious treasure!

Faith is xuisdom^ xvisdom virtue^

Virtue faith^ and faith is pleasure*

I make no doubt but many think a con-

templative lite, an idle lite : but those who
are of that opinion know better what belongs

to the labour of the hands, than to that of the

mind ; to the force of the body, than to the

vigour of the soul. That body may be able

to bear a great burden, which would find

itself too weak to support the violent im-

pulses of an active mind, and would sooner

languish, tire, and grow lean with this ex-

ercise, than with the other. That metal

would resist the weaker assaults of a com-
mon fire, which would be immediately

forced to yield ard dissolve by the subtle

and impetuous flames of the piercing light-

ning. The thinnest bodies make the most
quick and violent impressions ; a rapid

stream will do that which a cannon ball can
not eflect ; and the furious rage of a tem-
pest surpasses the force of water; though
the yet thinner body of fire is less to be
resisted than both the former. If then the

most solid bodies are not able to oppose the

efforts of those that are more thin and pure,

how unequal a match is flesh and blood to

the violent concussions of an active spirit ?
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This day I have lived 42 years, being

born in the year 1661. And I humbly
thank my most gracious God, for having
given me life, and that he did not destroy

it whilst it was miserablv clogged with sin

and folly. I humblv adore thy glorious

majesty for having given me a capacity of

loving, obeying, and contemplating thee ;

and consequently of happiness eternal in

the adoration of thee. Give me, I implore

thee, a power to exercise that capacity in

the most perfect manner that thy infinite

bounty shall excite thee to enable thy un-

worthy creature to do it ; and grant, that

the remainder of mv life may be spent in

the exactest performance of every part of

my duty to these, for Jesus Christ's sake.

In any adversity that happens to us in

this world, we ought to consider, that mis-

ery and affliction are not less natural than

snow and hail, storm and tempest : and it

were as reasonable to hope for a year with-

out winter, as for a life without trouble.

Life (how sweet soever it seems) is a

draught mingled with bitter ingredients ;

some drink deeper than others before they

come at them : but if thev do not swim at

the top for youth to taste them, it is ten to

one l)ut old age will fmd them thick in the

bottom. And it is the employment of faith
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aiid patience, and the work of wisdom and
virtue, to teach us to drink the sweet part

down with pleasure and thankfuhiess, and to

swallow the bitter without making faces.

He that has pleasure in himself, is pleased

with every thing ; and he that wants that

pleasure, is pleased with nothing : but to

think reasonably, and act reasonably, will

give a man pleasure in himself; therefore

to think and act reasonably, is the sure

way to be happy. To illustrate this argu-

ment, it is necessary to consider, that the

pleasure ofa fool flov.^s from things without

himself; whereas the uleasure of a wise man
springs up within himself : the former arises

from the bodily senses, the latter from the

understanding ; the one is the pleasure of

the body, the other of the soul. Now it is

evident, that the body has not at all times

power to communicate its pleasures to the

soul (no ! not even to the soul of the most
vicious fool), which makes its pleasure very

imperfect, since they extend but to one

half of the man: but the pleasures of the

soul never fail to communicate themselves to

the body, and by that communication are

rendered as perfect as our being is capable

of; because they become the pleasures of

the whole man. To give an instance of

this : when envy, anger, grief, or any other
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passion, disturbs the mind, all the gratifica-

tions that can enter by the senses of tiie

body are not able to give it pleasure, nor is

the man (imder these distiubances of mind)
capable of being happy. But when the

mind is freed from all perplexing and dis-

quieting passions, and is at liberty both to

think and to act reasonably, without any

opposition from the body, such a happy
disposition of the soul necessarily diftuses

and communicates itself to the body, and
gives pleasure to the whole entire man

:

and under this pleasing temper of mind,
whatsoever portion of pleasure the body is

capable of contributing will considerably

raise and increase the stock of happiness,

which was before great enough not to stand

in need of any addition : so that our main
care must be, not to abandon bodily pleas-

ures that are innocent, and consistent with

wisdom and virtue, since they are capable

ot contributing to oiu- happiness, but to avoid

laying in too lavishly such stores of them
as may oppress and stifle that supreme rea-

sonable pleasure of the mind (that flame

kii.'dled l)y wisdom., and maintained by vir-

tui ), without which it is impossible to enjoy

any tolerable or lastingmeasure of happiness.

DoaI)ts and uncertainty are the most gen-

eral roots of all human misery and discon-
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tent, in virtuous as well as vicious men.
The vicious man seldom fails to doubt, that

by following his inclinations he shall destroy

his happiness ; and the virtuous man will

be sometimes too apt to doubt, that he has

in vain washed his hands in innocence^ and
that by renouncing his inclinations, he has

abandoned his happiness. But we must
take care not to permit ourselves to think

that we are out of the way, because we
walk out of the road of the generality of

the world ; on the contrary, we may rest

assured, that the narrow path is the right

way, where we find the least company.

So long as virtue does not appear lovely

to a man, it is in vain for him to imagine

that he can love God ; since it is impossible

to love the author of injunction, whilst the

duty enjoined is repugnant and distasteful

to us. Did ever a slothful servant cordially

love his master .'' or did ever a faithful dili-

gent one (who was convinced of the rea-

sonableness of all his master's commands)
hate him t No ! where duty and reason

are perfectly reconciled, affection will in-

stantly unite itself to them ; and then obe-

dience will become not only an easy, but a
delightful task.
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€irief and discontent have generally their

foundation in desire : so that whosoever can
obtain the sovereignty over his desire, will

be master of his happiness. On the other

hand, all such desires as occasion grief and
discontent are founded upon weakness or

ignorance ; so that we must gain the pos-

session of their contrary qualities (which
are wisdom and constancy) before we can
ever hope to be masters of our desires.

The two chief heads to which all human
griefs and discontents maybe reduced (bod-

ily pains and indispositions excepted) are

these....either we desire to have what w€
cannot possess, or else we desire to be
freed from what we cannot get quit of.

And it appears plainly, that both these sort

of desires are founded upon weakness and
ignorance ; being founded upon impossibil-

ities, which it must be either weakness or

ignorance to languish after : for if the

things we desire are in our own power, there

is no cause of grief; and if thev are nor, it

is vain and unreasonable to grieve. Some-
times indeed we make ourselves miserable^

by desiring things possible ; but then they

are such as are hurtful and inconvenient: so

that in this case, though our desires are

grounded upon possibility, they are yet

gi'Hinded upon inconsistencv fv.hich is alto-

gether as bad) ; since the gratification of
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such desires is incompatible with our hap-

piness. Thus generally our discontents are

owing to our folly and impiety : to our tol-

ly, because they are vain and fruitless ; and
to our impiety, because we cannot (as we
ought) submit to the divine will, and cheer-

fully acquiesce in divine determinations

;

which is a proof that either we think our-

selves wise enough to contrive our own hap-

piness, or that we mistrust lest the infinite

bounty of God should fall short in the dis-

tribution of it to us. As to grief for the loss

of friends (which still proceeds from im-

possible desire) it must necessarily flow from
one of these two causes, either that we
think their death a diminution of our hap*

piness, or of theirs ; or else we grieve we
know not why, and consequently our grief

is unreasonable. If the diminution of our

own enjoyment causes our lamentation, we
are moved bv interest and self-love, not by
the love of our friend. On the other hand,

if the diminution of our friend's enjoy-

ment be the occasion of it, we must have an

ill opinion of his condition. But if our

felicity depends either upon friends, or any
thing else in this world, it is very uncer-

tain ; and if we conceive, that our friends

felicity depends entirely upon the present

union of soul and body, our faith is as

doubtful as our happiness. O, good God!
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how many degrees of doubt wilt thou al-

low to enter into the composition of saving

faith, it uncompounded faith be too sublime

for human nature H If ten degrees of

doubt for one of faith will not be accepted,

I fear the number is very small of those

who are saved by faith. O, great God! in-

crease my faith, increase the faith of all

mankind that have it, and bestow it upon
those who want it, out of thy infinite com-
passion ; and let the defects of our faith be

supplied bythy mercy, through Jesus Christ,

our Saviour.

I would examine whether grief be an
effect of infidelity ; and if it appears to be
so, I am sure we ought to endeavour by all

means (as far as possible), to banish it out

of our souls. Our Saviour tells us, that

a sparrow does not fall to the ground witli-

out the knowledge and will of God, and that

the very hairs ofour heads are numbered; by
which he would more forciblv inculcate, that

nothing befalls man without his knowledge
and appointment : since therefore whatso-
ever happens to man in this world, is either

directed by the will, or consented imto bv
the permission of God, what pjound has

grief to stand upon but human weakness?
All opposition to the will of God is wrestling

with his power; all reluctimce to his will^
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and repining at it, is contending, as far as

man is able to contend with Almighty Pow-
er, by condemning and disapproving the

exercise of it, and avowing, that he would
oppose and contradict it if he were able ;

-which is the most insolently foolish impiety

imaginable. And for things that befall us,

through the bare permission of God, v» here

he does not exert his own immediate power
to bring them to pass ; though in this case it

were not impiety to grieve, yet it would be
unreasonable ; since where there is a power
sufficient, and a propensity in any means to

effect a thing, unless it should please God to

supersede that power, which he does not

think fit to do, but permits it to act accord-

ing to its own propensity ; I say, in this

case, that the not interposing of the Almigh-
ty Power, leaves an absolute force in that

means to produce that effect, so that the

accident it occasions is as inevitable, as if

it had been actually performed by Almighty
Power ; and therefore it would be unreason-

able to lament it. Nay, in truth, I think

myself obliged, upon further consideration,

to retract my saying, that in such cases it

would be no impiety to grieve ; because,

though this were not to repine at Provi-

dence, for doing something which we would
have undone

;
yet it is evidently repining

at it, for not putting a stop to the power of
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second causes, and, in consequence, for not

doing something which we would have it to

have done ; which is the same thing in ef-

fect. But as to the sort of grief, which, I

said, shared of impiety, I mean only such

an one as is occasioned by such actions as

are the appointment of Divine Providence^

and not by such as he permits to be within

the compass of our own determination and
performance. For there is a grief that does

not proceed from our contradiction to the

will of God, but from our having acted in

a manifest contradiction to it, which is call-

ed repentance. And though by this grief

we cannot revoke the sins we have com-
mitted, yet we discover by it our inclination

and desire (if it were possible) to revoke

them ; and we thereby give a testimony of

our sincere abhorrence of them, and of our

pui*pose and resolution never to be guilty of

them more ; which grief is the most effec-

-^ tual to the procuring its end, and therefore

tlie most reasonable : for though it does not

really revoke the sin, yet it actually annuls

the punishment which would have attended

the guilt of it ; and has the desired effect

of reinstating the sinner into the same de-

gree of God's favour which he enjoyed be-,

fore the commission of it.''^ But for our
grief for the loss of friends, all that can be

s-aid of it is this, that there i^ a strong pr»-
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pensity in human nature to lament the loss

of any person or thing that is agreeable to

us, and contributes to our comfort and sat-

isfaction ; and that it is very difficuh to de-

rive a sufficient power from reason to oppose
its efforts : so that a man must not pretend

to claim an exemption from grief for the

loss of his friend, who does not make
it appear from the rest of the actions

of his life, that he uses his utmost en-

deavours to govern himself entirely by rea-

son ; to subdue his passions, and to get the

mastery over pleasure as well as grief: for

otherwise his not grieving will be an evi-

dence rather of his illnature than of his

philosophy and religion. And that man
who conforms his life and behaviour to the

usual methods and customs of the general-

ity of mankind in other things, ought like-

wise to do it in this ; since it is reasonable

to imagine, that his thoughts in the main
resemble theirs : and death, according to

the common notion of mankind, being look-'

ed upon as the greatest evil, it were the

highest pitch of illnature (in a man that

thinks it so) not to lament when it happens
to his friend. But he who has established

his mind in a firm belief that death is no
evil ; but, on the contrary, esteems it to be

oi)ly the passage to perfect felicity, may
justly be allowed to have the same senti-
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ments of it in relation to his friend, as he
would have in regard to himstlf. And now,
having been so long on the consideration of

grief, (in order to a more perfect knowledge
of it), I will enter upon that of another affec-

tion of the soul, that has a very close con-

nection with it, and is inseparable from it

;

and that is love. For it is plain we grieve,

because we love either ourselves or some-
thing else. And since I have discovered,

that grief is generally both impious and un-

reasonable, as deviating from that perfect

obedience and resignation we owe to God,
and therefore not allowable in a wise and
virtuous man, who makes it his endeavour

to know and perform his duty with the ut-

most exactness he is able ; it may be ex-

pected that I should tell what other marks
and demonstrations a wise and virtuous man
can give of his love ; which I think no dif-

ficult task to do. For if grief be the only

mark a man is able to give of his love to

his friend, (let him have as sorrowful a

heart as he pleases), I would not give a

rush for his friendship. These in my opin-

ion, are the true properties of valuable

friendship, to desire to have done, and to

endeavour to do, all imaginable good to

those we love ; to assist and comfort them,
as far as we are able, while they are in a

capacity of being assisted and comforted by
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\is ; to contribute with all our power and
skill to their satisfaction and happiness ; to

be as covetous of their advantage as of our
own ; and when any disaster, or unhappy-

accident of any kind, befalls thi m, to ran-

sack all the faculties of our souls to procure

their relief. But for lamentation, when a
friend is no longer in a capacity to receive

the marks of our affection, or to need them,
it is neither beneficial nor reasonable, either

in respect of our friend or of ourselves ;

though the world (whose love generally

flows only from their tongues and eyes)

may think tears and complaints decent

things. And thus they would make an
easy amends by hypocrisy for their want of

real friendship.

It is as impossible for a vicious man (un-

der the habit and power of vice) to con-

C( ive what is the pleasure of one that is vir-

tttous, as it is for a beast to conceive his

:

for a beast is not endued with such a spirit

as is capable of receiving the ideas of vice
;

neither is a vicious man endtied with such
a purity, brightness, and elevation of soul,

as to enable him to receive and apprehend
the form of virtue ; and conseqtiently he is

as great a stranger to the manner of a vir-

tuous man's thinking, as a bea-st is to his.

I
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Amongst great numbers of men which
are accounted rich, there are but few that

really are so. I take him to be the only-

rich man that lives upon what he has, owes
nothing, and is contented. For there is no
determinate sum of money, nor quantity

of estate, that can denote a man rich ; since

no man is truly rich that has not so much
as perfectly satiates his desire of having

more. For the desire of more is want, and
want is poverty.

A fine gentleman may as well think to go
abroad in a blusterinj? day without disorder-

ing his peruke, as a wise man may fancy

that he can abandon his mind to the trifling

business and hurry of the world, without

disordering his thoughts.

Thought is undoubtedly in a great meas-
ure governed and directed by the affections;

which shows the necessity of subduing the

afl'ections to right reason, otherwise our

thoughts can never be reasonable, and all

human actions are, or ought to be, govern-

ed by thought : so that such as the thoughts

are, such must be the actions, equally par-

taking of wisdom or folly. And I doubt

the latter (by the natural consequence of this

argument) has the greatest share in the

government of the world, in the same man-
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^er as Themistocles said his little boy gov-

erned Athens :
" For this child," said he,

" governs his mother, his mother me, and
I the Athenians."

Since every man almost in these parts of

the world, thinks his salvation and happi-

ness depend upon his being a christian, it is

highly necessary to know what the true

meaning of the word and the thing Christian

\s» In order to which it must be observed,

that in all ages the most reasonable men
have applied themselves, with their utmost

industry, to search after truth ; the know-
ledge of which can alone be properly termed
"wisdom ; and these were called philosophers^

or lovers of wisdom ; of which there were
several sects, according to the several doc-

trines and opinions of the authors or begin-

ners of them : so that whosoever after-

wards, upon the examination of the several

doctrines of these philosophers made choice

of any one, preferring it to all the rest,

and endeavoured to regulate his life and
actions according to it, he was called, ac-

cording to the name of the sect, a stoick^

peripatetick^ epicurean^ &c. Now, after

many philosophers had introduced several

opinions relating to morality, and to instruct

men how to arrive at their supreme happi-

ness (for this is the philosophy I mean, and

\
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the only one worth our care and thought),

Jesus Christ was bom into the world, who,
unacquainted with learning and the pro-

fessors of it, taught a doctrine much more
clear, reasonable, and excellent than any
that ever was known before (and, indeed,

so far surpassing all human power of think-

ing, thac it were of itself sulhcient to give

him a title to divinity, had there been no
other arguments for his being the Son of

God), and the embracers of this doctrine

were called christians. But though the

bare profession of this admirable docirine

is sufficient to give a man the name, yet

somediing else is requisite to make him a

reai christian ; and that is thoroughly to con-

template both the Hfe and doctrine of our

Saviour; to obtain as far as possible the

sam^ spirit ; to enter into the same temper
of mind ; to be moved by the same influ-

ences
;
governed by the same principles ;

antl, in short, to form his life as exactly

as possible after his model ; that is, to

think as he thought, and act as he acted:

ai.vl this, according to my notion of it, is

thit alone which can truly and deservedly

confer upon a man the name of christian;

though perhaps it mav reduce the number
ol iristiais vvithin a narrow compass. For
I .e.ir there are as many who bear that title

who are not christians indeed, as there were.
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Israelites who were not Israelites indeed.

He therefore that aspires to be a christian,

must never slacken his endeavours till he

really feels himself one ; and that is very

possible : for the soul is as capable of the

perception of things within itself^ as the

body is of heat or cold, hunger or thirst, ease

or pain. And a man may as reasonably

conclude that he is a good christian without

feeling himself such, as he may fancy that

he is cold, or hungiy, or in pain, without

feeling that he is any of them. It is evi-

dent, that a man may feel within himself

whether he is, or is not, endued with the

qualities belonging to a christian ; and there-

fore ought not to rest satisfied of his being

perfectly such, till he feels those qualities

within him : till he finds himself (in rela-

tion to his God) firm in faith, fervent in

love, humble, sincere, constant in obe-

dience, and cheerful in resignation. Whilst

he is labouring after those several graces,

he is endeavouring to be a christian ; and

when he has obtained them, he is (most

certainly) such indeed. ^

Every sincerely virtuous man, fixed in

the principles of virtue, and entirely influ-

enced by reason, must needs be in a fair

way to be a good christian : nor do I doubt

1 2
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but if Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, with

many other virtuous heathens, had been
happy enough to have lived contemporary
with our Saviour, or to have been acquaint-

ed with his life and precepts, they would
readily have embraced the christian doc-

trine, and been eminent in the first rank
of its professors. Was it not the integrity

and virtue of Joseph of Arimathea, and of

Nathanael, that had fitted them for Christian-

ity, and that had disposed their minds for

the reception of truth, when and whereso-
ever they could find it ? and, in mv opinion,

there had been sufficient reason for the

beliefofthe gospel delivered by our Saviour,

though there had been neither predictions

nor miracles to confirm his extraordinary

mission ; and that upon this consideration.

Every truly virtuous man feels in himself

an utter abhorrence and aversion to falsehood

and deceit, and is assured, that so long as

he continues under the influence of virtue,

he is capable of neither; for he knows, that

virtue is a power conferred by God upon the

mind of man, to capacitate him to act in

conformity to his will and commands : so

long therefore as he feels this divine power
in his soul (which is what the scripture

terms Grace)^ he knows himself to be in no
danger of being false or deceitful ; since

this power and falsehood are inconsistent.
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and cannot possibly subsist in the mind of

man at ihi: same time. A virtuous man thus

conscious of his own principles, is acquaint-

ed with the effect that the same principles

must necessarily have in the minds oi other

men ; and, in consequence, discovering in

the life, behaviour, and doctrine of our
Saviour (by infinite degrees) the most exalt-

ed purity, virtue, and integrity, (that ever

any man was possessed of, that lived upon
the earth), he will be perfectly convinced,

that it was impossible for any thing but truth

to proceed from him. I trust (through

God's great goodness) that even I myself
am not capable of lying or deceiving for

any advantage, or upon any account what-
soever ; and from the abhorrence and aver-

sion I feel to those detestable vices (which
I beg my good God ever to continue in me),
I am as confidently assured, that it was
impossible for any thing but truth to proceed
from the lips of the blessed Jesus (whose
name I am not worthy to mention), as that

it is impossible for cold and darkness to pro-

ceed from the sun ; and consequently, that

he who has so often owned himself to be the

Son of God, is certainly so, and my mer-
ciful Redeemer, through w^hose purity in

life, satisfaction in death, and mediation

in glory, I trust I shall receive the perft^ct

remission of all my sins and corruptions
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and enjoy the eternal felicity of loving,

praising, serving, and adoring him ; to

whom with the t ather, and Holy Spirit, I

humbly ascribe all power and glorij world
without end.

It were worth a man's while to consider

whether his present temper ol mind be such

as he would be willing to continue in as long

as he lives ; and if, upon reflection, he fmds>

his soul overspread with malice, pride,

envy, avarice, injustice, or any other vice,

let him consider whether that be the state

he desires it should be in, when it leaves

his body ; if it be, let him acknowledge
himself an atheist ; if it be not, let him own
himself a fool, and endeavour to grow wiser

as soon as he can,

Wheresoever pride predominates in the

soul of man, self-love is the most powerful

and active principle in it. The extraordin-

ary opinion a proud man has of himself,

makes the extravagant value he has for his

own imaginar)' merit appear to him just,

and the great contempt he has for all other

men reasonable. And from this vain and
foolish conceit, he fancies that all the bless-

ings and bounties of Providence ought to

centre in him ; and looks upon the pros-*

perpus events that happen to others, as sO
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^vhlch he alone hath right. It is no wonder
therefore, that a man possessed with such
"wild notions, should always be ready to

bestow upon himself any advantage that lies

in his power, how much soever it may be

to the detriment of others, whom he con-

siders as so many cyphers in the creation,

and himself as the only significant figure*

It is this excessive pride, this unreasonable

self-love, that excites in the mind of man
all those motions and agitations that hurry
him to tyranny, oppression, fraud, rapine,

cruelty, and almost every other mischiev-

ous and detestable vice : so that wherever
this passion rules, she governs with an im-
perious sway, and is surrounded with a nu'-

merous retinue composed of every ill. From
this it is plain, that a wise and virtuous man
can never be proud ; nor can he be exalted

in his thoughts at anv advantages he has

above others ; because he is conscious of

his OAvn weakness and inability, to become
either wise or virtuous by any thing he finds

in his own power : and his sense of the

goodness of the bountiful God in bestow-

ing upon him more abundantly, what he has

been pleased more sparingly to vouchsafe

to others, will inspire his soul with hr.mil-

ity, thankfulness, and adoration. Besides,

he will reflect how unworthy he would he
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uable, as well as undeserved a preference

to other men, if he could be capable of
acting so as to seem to attribute any part of
it to himself ; and how just it would be in

that adorable Being to deprive him of those

blessings his bounty alone had conferred

upon him, and to degrade him to the lowest

nuik of human nuiure. BiU no reasonable

man can think himself able to acquire an4
preserve wisdom by his own strength, when
he knows that either a blow or disease is

capable of making an idiot of him ; and
thus finding himself too weak to preser\'e it,

his reason will readily demonstrate to him,
that he wants force to acquire it. But, on
the contrary, a proud, and (which is all

one) a foolish man, thinks nothing too

good for himself, and eveiy thing too good
for others : he thinks he has an indisputal^le

title to all the enjoyments of life, and lliat

others are imworthy of them. His pride

and envy make him unconcerned how little

other men enjoy of happiness, whilst his

viciously tender love for himself gives him
the vain conceit, that he alone ought of

right to engross it, his narrow mind is con-

fined to the compass of his own body

:

whereas the virtuous (which is the only

great and generous) soul admits of no lim-
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its to its bounty and love, but such as give

bounds to the creation.

How wretchedly disposed is the heart of

man towards God .'' In prosperity it is apt

to be full of neglect, in adversity of repin-

ing ; and as for love and obedience, thev

may crowd in, when the other two think

fit to make room for them.

I find the business I have resolved upon,

and am employed in, is to oppose most of

my natural inclinations : so that if nature

be in the right, I am to blame to contradict

her ; but if not (which is the infallible

truth), I doubt the gi'eatest part of man"
kind are in the wrong.

The capacity of thinking, which is in

man, is a most noble ?nd delightful faculty

;

but we have not the absolute government
of it. It is often busy and waking in me,
when my frail body would v/illingly be at

rest ; and it is many times heavy and drow-
sy, when I am desirous to keep it awake.

We must therefore patiently watch and at-

tend upon wisdom (which is the result of

thought), and embrace every opportunity

of conversijig with her, that she will please

to favour us with. For my own part, I

have often wished, that four hours only of
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tlie four and twenty would sufficiently satisfy

my body wi^h .>>ieep, that i might have the

happiness ot empio\ ing as many of the rest

as })ossible, in the agreeubie exercise of
thought.

The scheme and manner of our thinking

is formed and altered, eidicr by the im-

pressions ot outward objects upon the mind,

by the inward disposition of the body, af-

fecting ii^ or by divine imjiulse ; so that

ev^ry new temper of mind disphi) s a new
scene of thought. Btu notwithstanding

that numberless variety of schemes of think-

hig that roil widi an incessant vicissitude

iii the mind, there is but one that is right,

one that is reasonable ; unity being tht in-

separable propcit)' Oa trudi. And the first

great dithcUit} is to liglit on it ; and the
* n'-xt is to tix upon it : tor it is this alone

that proceeds trom liie divine impulse, and
is contintiiiiiy comoatted In those otiicr-; that

arise tiom the odier catises ; which makes
it impossible lor us firmly to retain and
establish it in oiu" minds, without a force

derived and contintied to thjm from the

divine bounty and power ; which we must
labour to procure, and act, as it we were
aijle to deserve ; which force, O, my great

and good God ! bestow, • beseech thee, upon
thy most unworthy creatuie, for his sake wji©
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enjoyed it most amply and perfectly, lead-

ing a life in this world spotless of sin, and
triumphant over all temptations.

Having lately observed so many new au-
thors, that pretend to give an account of
the nature of God, and of the human soul,

who are usually men of no very virtuous
principles, I would willingly consider how
such men came to be qualified for such a
performance, and how the secret of God
comes to be intrusted with them ; which
David observes"* was always used to be com-
mitted to another sort of men. Now it

plainly appears to me, that a vicious man
can have no true notion of God ; because

the knowledge of a thing is necessary to

the forming a notion of it. And no man
can have the knowledge of God, but he on
whom God himself shall be pleased to be-

stow it : for that knowledge is the conse-

quence of faith, and faith is not naturally

implanted in the mind of man ; it being

solely the gift of God conferred upon men
at such time as he thinks fit : for if it were
originally implanted in the mind, there

would be no such thing as a vicious man or

iHibeliever ; nor yet could there be any such

^ PsaL XXV. 14.

K
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thing as a regenerate man ; since, if faith

were natural to the soul, there would be no
need of any such work, as rooting up and
new planting ; which is the laborious busi-

ness of regeneration, which is the happy
effect of a lively faith. How then should

the vicious man come by this knowledge,

which he neither has from nature, nor can

possibly have by his own acquisition t Be-
sides, that it is evident, that the moment
God Almighty gives it to any one, it makes
him cease to be vicious : for he who by
faith has obtained the knowledge of God,
must immediately discover his glorious

beauties and perfections ; and he who has

discovered those will find himself obliged to

love him ; and he that loves him, must needs

obey him ; and he who obeys him as he
ought to do, is the direct contrar}- to a vici-

ous man.

Where there is no constancy of mind,
there can be no constancy of happiness.

Immutability is that admirable attribute

which crowns the beatitude of the Almigh-
ty. Inconstancy and change are the great

imperfections under which human nature

labours, the divine one being entirely ex-

empt from them.
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If happiness be necessary to man, re-

ligion is necessary in order to attain it. For
religion is properly nothing else than a
right guided pursuit after happiness. We
must not imagine, that when we perform
any duty towards God, or put up our ad-

dresses to him, that we literally do him ei-

ther honour or service ; but that we are

doing the most reasonable thing in the

world, and the most beneficial to ourselves,

by which we aspire after, and acquire effec-

tually, our greatest felicity, from the boun-
tiful acceptance of our performances by
God, to whom they are utterly unprofitable,

and to whose complete and perfect suffici-

ency and bliss, all the united beings of the

creation would not be able to make the most
inconsiderable addition. We must there-

fore by no means entertain such absurd no-

tions as to fancy, that in our religious duties

we are doing service to God, when we are

actually doing the greatest honour and ser-

vice to ourselves that can be conceived,

whilst he is pleased to permit us to enter in-

to any communication with him, upon
which he shall vouchsafe (through his own
pure bounty) to confer his favour. And
indeed our performing any duty as we
ought to God, is the consequence of his

favour, as well as the means of procurmg
K 2
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and increasing it ; since it is by his favour,

only that we are induced and enabled to

make any right applications to him.

There are two extraordinar}^ virtues to

be learned from human imperfection. The
imperfections of others may teach us pa-

tience J and our own may teach us humil-

ity.

We are not to imagine, that \\re do hon-
our to Jesus Christ by believing in him ^

for our faith is a tribute due to his excel-

lence : and we do ourselves honour in man-
ifesting (by our faith in him) that disccrning^

wisdom, by which we are led to discover

the infinitely superior excellence which was
in him above all the men that have ever
lived in the world ; which superiority is

evident in various instances, and paiticu-

larly in that wonderful and intimate know-
ledge he hud both of the divine and human
nature. Our own experience compared at-

tentively with his discoursfes imd reasonings

upon that subject, will sufficiently demon-
strate to us, that no man ever had so clear

an inspection into all the powers and weak-
nesses, motions and mutations, vices and
virtues of the mind of man as he had ; nor
did ever any man understand the perfec-

tions and imperfections^ the miseries and
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happiness incident and belonging to human,
nature, in any degree equal to him ; neitiier

was any man ever able to prescribe such
just rules and methods of attaining the one,

and avoiding the other, as he (to the infi-

nite benefit and advantage of mankind) has

been pleased to do. And since we have so

sensible a demonstration (by our own in-

ward feeling of vvhat passes in ourselves,

and by our continual discoveries and obser-

vations of what passes in others), that Jesus

Christ has made so lively, just, and true a

description of human nature, no reasonable

man ought to doubt either of his knowledge
or sincerity in what he has discovered to us

of the divine* For his truth in the one is a

justification of his truth in the other ; and
his knowledge of the one a justification of

his knowledge of the other.

The chief reason why few arrive at the

felicity of a clear and strong faith, seems to

me to be this ; the soul is not able so to dis-

engage itself from the objects to v/hich its

affections have united it, as to give itself

up freely to the disquisitions and embraces
of abstracted and important truths ; that is

the infamous slavery to which our vices and
corruptions Jiave betrayed us, this is the

glorious liberty which we can never obtain

but by the bountiful assistance of divine
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power ; which by enlightening the reason,

and displaying before it far more excellent

and noble objects, can alone enable it to make
a truer and better choice : but whosoever is

happy enough to enjoy such an illumination,

must not imagine that his reason is more
easy to be kept bright than a piece of brass

or iron; for if he neglect frequently to rub

and polish it, he will soon be convinced that

it will lose its lustre. And nothing but our
ignorance of the difference between a clear

and a sullied reason, can ever make us with

patience endure the latter.

Jesus, my Lord, have mercv upon me ! I

believe thee, I know thee, to be the Son of

the everlasting God ; not more from the

miracles which thou hast wrought, than

from those that thou hast spoken. Thy
words are no less a demonstration of infi-

nite wisdom, than thy works of infinite

power ; and I most humblv implore thy fa-

vour and mercy, both as my Saviour and
my God.

Thou great and adorable God ! the com-
plete knowledge of whom is perfect felicity,

and even the imperfect knowledge of thee

the most desirable blessing of human crea-

tures ; enlar{?;e and purifv mv soul for the

contemplation of thee, that when I consider
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thy incomprehensible glories, I may adore

thee in a measure proportionable to my
conceptions of thee. Make my knowledge
and adoration of thee to increase every mo-
ment of my life ; and, if it please thee, raise

them still higher in the last moments of it

;

that, by a lively faith, humble obedience,

iixed hopes, and ardent love here, I may
ascend to the eternal fruition of thee in thy

everlasting kingdom of glory, through Jesus

Christ my Saviour.

I think the mystery of the trinity may be
very well accounted for by human reason,

so far as to vindicate it from being a contra-

diction : but to imagine, that human reason

is capable of arriving to a clear and just no-

tion of it, is to imagine, that human reason is

not human reason ; that it is neither finite nor

limited, but capable of extending itself even

to the infinite extent of all truth. There
is nothing more vain than to fancy that hu-

man reason is the measure of all truth : and
that nothing can be true but what is mea-
sured by it. We may as justly think, that

a man's span is the measure of infinite

space, or that the hollow of his hand is the

measure of all matter, as that his under-

standing is the measure of all truth. It is

objected, that one cannot be three, nor

tjiree one : if this be affirmed of number^, I
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gjant it is true ; but if it be affirmed, that

b\' granting it to be true as to numbers, it

must necessarily be true as to the trinity, I

absolutely deny that affirmation ; for the

case is not the same between them. And
this objection is only a fallacy, which sup-

poses two cases alike which are not alike

:

and therefore its conclusion is false. It is

evident, that the number three contains

three units, and that three units is more
than one unit : it is also evident, that one
unit is not so much as three units, and there-

fore that one unit cannot be three units. Now
to make the case the same in the trinity,

and this is a just confutation of it, some
body must affirm (but who that some body
is I do not know), that one essentially dis-

tinct God may be three essentially distinct

Gods, and that three essentially distinct

Gods may be but one essentially distinct

God. But no body that believes the trinity

rightly, believes it in this manner : and
therefore this is a fallacious comparison,

and a wrong argument. The true notion of
the trinity (as I conceive) is, that God the

Father has existed from all eternity ; that

the Son is begotten by him from all eternity,

and has eternally existed with him ; that the

Holy Ghost has, by an eternal procession,

proceeded from th'- Father and the Son, and
eternally existed with them : but no body
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imagines, that either the Son; or the Holy-

Ghost were ever separated and divided

from the Father (since such a separation

would make three essentiallv distinct Gods

:

but, on the contrary, the Christian belief

is, that both the Son and Holy Ghost are

inseparably united to the Father ; that they

remain one same and indivisible substance

with him, so as with him to make but one

God. Now this is as far from a contradic-

tion as to say, that a thousand houses is but

one city, and one city is a thousand houses ;

that millions of drops is one stream, and
that one stream is a million of drops : but

all the diiference is that we know by our
own perception, how thousands of houses

make one city, and how millions of drops

make one stream ; and so on the contrary :

but we do not know (because it is out of the

reach of our senses, and beyond the bounds
of our understanding) how the three per-

sons of the trinit}' (as we call them) are one

God, or how the undivided godhead con-

tains the three persons in the trinity. But
to give a yet clearer and juster instance of

the matter, when we see a plant or tree with

different shoots gi'owing out of the same
root, we think we speak properly (and so

we do) when we say it is but one plant

•r tree ; and we speak as properly when
K 3
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thai plant or tree), we sav that the root and

two shoots growing out ol it are three ; tor

there is both such a diversity and distinc-

tion as must be numbered bv three ; and yet,

in another respect, there is such an unity as

can be called but one. There is such an union

and connection between the root and those

shoots which grow out of it, that when we
conceive of them altogether, we can have

no notion but of one undivided plaiit or

tree : but when we conceive of the root and
its several shoots, as distinguished from
one another, we lay aside the notion of

imity, and consider them as three distinct

things ; and }'et this is so far from any con-

tradiction, that our notions in both respects

are \ery right and agreeable to the real

truth of things. Thus, it is evident we have
notions of trinity in unity without absurdity,

how wittily soever some men may make an
imwary and dangerous jest of it. This, in

relation to the Deity (whose essence and
perfection are incomprehensible), must be

acknowledged to be a great mystery ; a
truth revealed to us, but not explained to

our understandings ; we have reason to be-

lieve it true though we cannot comprehend
by our reason after what manner it is true.

We are assured we have reason to believe,

that all those beings which shall for ever

continnc in the favour and presence of God
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must necessarily enjoy a perfect felicity;

but to comprehend the full nature, extent,

and manner of that felicity is above the

reach and capacity of our understandings ;

and must be so, till, by being made capable

of enjoying it, we become capable ol un-

derstanding it. In short, as it is not rea-

sonable to believe very strange things with-

out good grounds for our belief; so it is

unreasonable positively to conclude tvtiy

thing to be false, the truth of which does

not lie evidently open and level to our un-

derstandings. A wise man knov»^s certainly

many truths which an ignorant man cannot

comprehend ; but the wisest of men know
by many degrees fewer truths than they are

ignorant of.

MODERATION IS VIRTUE

THE vford. 7710deration has of late been

so much in every body's mouth, that it gave

me the curiosity to examine the nature of

the thing represented by that word. There is

doubtless one true original idea belonging

to every singly significant word, though

custom may have applied several other sig-

(designing to distinguish the differences of)
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nifications to it, different from its first and
proper meaning : and it is in the labyrinth

of this v^arious acceptation of words, or ra-

ther misunderstanding of ideas, that con-

tending parties are apt to lose themselves in

endless disputes. My design therefore is

to consider, in as few words as possible, the

nature of moderation (abstracted from
party and passion), what it really is, and
wherein it consists. It is granted on all

hands, that moderation is a virtue : but I

think that is to say too little of it ; since it

is the indivisible point in which all virtue

centres. For all excess is vicious, and that

spot only which is free and unpossessed by
excess, is the point of moderation, and the

very centre of virtue and truth, surrounded
with extremes, without partaking of them.

The virtue of prudence is moderation in

judgment ; the virtue of temperance is mo-
deration in appetite ; the virtue of justice

is moderation in the mutual dealings and.

intercourse amongst men ; and the virtue

of fortitude is moderation, setting just

bounds and limits to fear and desire, and
equally balancing the mind between timidi-

ity and rashness. I might as easily trace

moderation in all the inferior subordinate

virtues, as I have done in these principal

a:id original ones ; but this suffices to shew,

that moderation is the point in which all
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virtue resides, and that there can be no se--

paration between them. So that when it

is required, that our moderation should be

knouon to all men; nothing less is meant,
than that we should give to the world unde-
niable evidences of our virtue, truth, and
sincerity ; which are all comprehended in

that one word moderation. But if any
body imagines, that in contest concerning

important truths, to yield up the point, and
depart from that truth, is moderation, they

are infinitely mistaken ; for it is so veiy

far from it, that it is a vicious and, in

consequence, immoderate compliance. To
comply in indift'erent matters, is charity

and civility : but to comply where justice

and truth are concerned, is a manifest re-

nunciation both of the one and the other

;

and men must have a care that they do not

permit their virtue to be over-powered, ei-

ther by their good-nature or good-breed-

ing. Where there is a contest between two
persons, the one is apt to desire the other

to be more moderate, that is, to yield up
the point in dispute : and the other, if he

has more right on his side, may more rea-

sonably and justly make that demand to

him ; since it is most certain, that the ad-

hering to justice and truth, is moderation
;

and he who does that, is a moderate or vir-

tuous man : and, on the contrar), he who
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either opposes justice and truth, or departs

from them, is an immoderate or vicious

one. Should a yeiv press a Christian to

renounce his religion, and finding him firm

to his principles, desire him to be more
moderate, no man can imagine that it would
Jbe a virtuous moderation in the other to

renounce christianit)', and turn yerv. But,

in short, here lies the fallacy and mistake,

both vice and virtue are (for want of a true

distinction) indifferentlv attributed to mo-
deration, which is vulgarly and falsely

taken for vielding and complyin.f^, (no mat-

ter whether reasonably or unreasonably) ;

and he who can not oblige another to com-
ply with his interest or passion, will always

be apt to accuse him of want of moderation.

But I don't wonder that moderation is more
talked of than understood, since most men's

virtues lie more in their tongues than in

their affections and understandings ; and he

who does not feel the influences of virtue

and moderation in himself, must needs

talk as ignorantly and imperfectly of it, as

a blind man does of colours. But were

there more moderation in men's minds,

there would be more in their manners

;

more justice and integrity, more charity

and generosity ; and when the world is

more possessed with that virtue, it would

be better known, better practised, and less
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talked of: it will then be attended with
those natural efl'ects of unity, peace, and
kindness, which it would never fail to pro-

duce, were it more real and universal. In
the mean time, I take the liberty to advise

all contending parties, to examine veiy im-
partially, whether, at the same time, that

they upbraid their adversaries for having
the mote of immoderation in their minds,
they have not a beam of it lying across

their own, and if they have, to remove it

as soon as they can ; for having experiment-
ally learnt to work that cure in themselves,

they may more justly reprove, and more
skilfully and successfully advise and assist

their neighbours. As for my own particu-

lar, I profess to be of no other party than

that of modei-ation ; which is the party of

right reason and truth : yet, at the same
time, I clearly foresee, that it will be my
fate (though I shall never think it my mis-

fortune) to be always on the weakest side ;

since power and superiority never fail to

get the better of moderation ; which is ever

successively abandoned by all prevailing

ptarties, and left as a poor neglected portion

for those few, who value it enough to con-

tent themselves with it, even nakedly di-

vested of power and advantage.
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REPUTATION NO TRUE RULE
OF ACTION.

ONE reason why men usually have such

wrong notions of things, is, because they

receive general rules (which yet have ma-
ny exceptions to them), without having any
consideration to those exceptions ; or rather

it is because they receive those ruU^s lor

general ones, which are not general. For
want of knowledge and judgment they do
not make right distinctions between that

part of a rule which must always be the

same, and other parts which are liable to

variation and change. It is a great mistake

amongst many people, that reputation is to

be the rule of action ; whic^i is as much as

to affirm, that an uncertain and variable

thing is to be a certain and fixed direction

;

that a heap of sand, which will be scattered

by the first wind, is a sufficient land-mark
for travellers for ever to know their m ay
by ; that a thing which is capable of as ma-
ny forms and sudden changes, as the clouds

in the air, is a constant and settled rule of
be haviour and action. In short, if we have
no other rule of action but reputation, I

must affirm, that we have none at all. But
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I think we have another, Vvhich we may
securely follow and depend ujion ; such an

one as will keep us always in the right way,
if we can but be happy enough to keep our
eyes ever fixed upon it : which rule is the

united principles of right reason and reli-

gion, or rather of true Christianity, which
is right reason. Here we have a substan-

tial rule ; there we have only the wavering
shadow of one : here we have something
that will last as long as right reason lasts ;

there we have something that will change

as often as the stream of men's fancies and
opinions change, which is as often as the

weather-cock ; and those who resolve to be

directed by it, must be as inconstant as the

wind. Were a man always to be governed
by reputation, he must change the fashion

of his virtues as often as the fatshion of his

clothes ; otherwise he will run the hazard

to be laughed at for an old fashioned virtue,

as well as an old fashioned coat. A foun-

dation that is unfixed, is a foundation upon
sand, fit only for fools to build on. Wise
men therefore will find another, and,choose

a foundation that has itself a foundation to

rest upon ; and then they know they may
build securely. The true foundation of ac-

tion is the truth and rectitude of action, and
the foundation of that truth and rectitude is

the eternal perfection and will of the divine
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nature. We are to do things because they
are right, not because they are commend-
able ; always considering, that they are not

right, because they are commendable, but

they are commendable because they are

right. Wisdom, not vanity, ought to move
us to virtue. We are to act for the sake of

truth, in order to please God, not for the

sake of praise, in order to please fools

:

neither are we to please ourselves with the

trifling bawble of vain reputation, but with

the substantial benefit of having done our
duty, and of having pleased that adorable

Being, whom we are obliged to make it the

whole business of our lives to please. But
to come to a clearer state of this matt r,

without which there can be no avoiding of
confusion, it is necessary to distinguish be-

tween the different notions of virtue, and
different motives to it ; by which we may
judge of the difference there is in men's
notions of reputation. I will confine my-
self to two, viz. the Heathen notion of vir-

tue, and the Christian notion of it : for we
must not confound the one with the other

;

but when we speak of virtue, we must know
what virtue we mean, or else, when men
speak of reputation, we shall never know
what reputation they mean. The notion of

most of the celebrated Heathens was, that

glory was the only object fit for the pursuit.
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of great and generous souls ; and that such
designs only were to be formed and prose-

cuted by them, as would procure them the

most lasting and (as they vainly enough
imagined) immortal glory : that is, the

praise and applause of their actions while

they lived, and the perpetuating their fame
in after ages ; so that future generaiions

might bestow that commendation upon their

names and memories which the present did

upon their living persons. This present

and future glory was the idol of the more
generous Heathens ; it was the ultimate

good they proposed to themselves in this

life, and the only felicity they hoped for

after death : so that the only motive of all

their actions, the onlv incitement to their

ambition, was glory and praise ; a thin diet

for a rational mind to feed upon ; all the

pleasure and immortality of which was only

to be enjoyed in the short space of this pre-

sent life, by the help of a vain fancy and

over-heated imagination. The other no-

tion of Christian virtue is this, that the

principal thing towards which a wise man
ought to bend his thoughts, designs, and ac-

tions, is the approbation and favour of God :

the eternal enjoyment of whom is the true

immortal glory he ought ambitiously to as-

pire after. This is no vain imaginary pleas-

ure, but a real felicity to be felt, tasted,
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yind enjoyed for ever. It will not fail and
vanish when the heat of imagination is ex-

tinguished, like the pleasure of commenda-
tion and praise : but it will be so inseparably

united to our very souls and beings, diat

the one must last as long as the other. Tliis

is the true virtue, the true principle of ac-

tion, as well as the true rule by which it is

to i)e regulated. When our actions arc

formed and finished by this rule, they will

desci ve praise and commendation : and Vv e

may with assurance give it to ourselves,

though all the world refuse it to us. He
who has the approbation of a well instruct-

ed, well regulated conscience, needs no
other ; if that acquits him, it is a divine ac-

quittal, nor needs he care who condemns
him. Those who walk altogether by repu-

tation, travel in a labyrinth, amongst such

a multiplicity of ways, they never find the

right one, but wear)' themselves in fruit-

less and endless labour. Among good kl-

lows it is a reputation to drink, amongst
the debauched to be lewd, amongst the

atheists to blaspheme, amongst the pick-

pockets to cheat and steal, amongst politi-

cians to deceive and circumvent, and
amongst heroes to plunder and oppress. In

fihort, everv one commends what he likes

best himself; and where there is such vari-
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e'ty of different directors, a man who has
no other knowledge of his road will be very-

apt to miss it. Among the clamours of so

many false reputations, the low voice of a
true one is hardly to be heard ; and if heard,

it will hardly be credited, against so strong

an opposition. There are so few who va-

lue either men or actions, because they are

good, that he who only considers reputa-

tion, will be apt to choose one that makes a
louder noise. Men generally love to have
their praises proclaimed, not whispered.

There are not many who have the pa-

tience to stay till the day of judgment, to

receive the approbation and applause of
tlieir actions. If a man is scorched widi

the thirst of praise, he will strive to quench
it, though it be in the first puddle ; he will

not take the pains to search far for a clear

fountain, if muddy water be near at hand.

But it may be objected, that certainly repu-

tation is a valuable thing, since it has been
accounted so by the wisest of men : neither

Avill I deny that a just and true reputation is

a most desirable thing ; but I deny that it is

desirable only as it is praise and commen-
dation (since ill actions among many peo-

ple may procure those as well as good ones),

but it is desirable as it is the effect of a de-

sirable cause ; it is desirable because true
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merit (which can only give a true reputa^

tion) confers it, and true merit is what

every body ought to aspire after, and to be

thankful to God for giving it to them' when
they have it. Men ought to be truly virtu-

ous, because true virtue is in itself a desir-

able thing, loved by that adorable wisdom^

which is the fountain of all wisdom as well

as of all virtue ; and whether it is its for-

tune to be commended or neglected, es-

teemed or despised, it will not (or at least

ought not) to appear less amiable to those

who admire, covet, and possess it, because

they are assured it will make them approv-

ed and accepted where approbation and
acceptance is a more valuable, lasting, and

substantial blessing, than ever that immor-
tal fame and glory, which is so generally

and foolishly preferred before it, can ob-

tain.

Hoiv can ye believe^ xuh'ich receive honour

one of anotlicr^ and seek not the honour that

cpmeth of God only ? John v. 44.

A stronf^ vanity m tikes a weak faltli.

And a strong- luitli a weak vanity.

Miscrv is the inse])arable attendant upon
life, how fond soever we are of it ; and
those evils which are bevond the cure of
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reason, find a sure remedy in death, how
averse soever we are to it.

When men are in health and gaiety, the

passions are usually much too strong for

reason, which is so oppressed with the thick

clouds of falsehood and error, that truth,

how bright soever, cannot approach near

enough to make any impressions upon it

:

hence it is, that most commonly under

these circumstances death enters into their

thoughts without its terrors, the notion of

a God passes into their ininds without the

representation of his majesty; but life and
the world flow in upon their imaginations

with ten thousand false deluding charms.

Timor fecit Deos^ says the atheist. The
reverse is true, fear is so far from making
Gods, that it is God who undoubtedly made
fear.

It is not the business of a wise man to

dispute about living well, but to live well

without dispute.

There is an obstinacy in error, which

nothing but truth can overcome : as for in-

stance, a man who has neither faith nor

virtue, is apt to think he has bothj and
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never knows he had neither, till he comes
to have both. And so it happens in all other

things ; he that is in the wrong, believes him-
self in the right, and never knows he was
in the wrong, till he comes to be in the

right : wherefore we ought to be most
nicely inquisitive into the truth of our no-

tions and opinions, before we adhere too

obstinately to them, lest they prove to be
false, and we bring our minds to cleave

immoveably to error.

I think there ought to be a difference

made between the sensation or feeling of

happiness and that of pleasure. And the

true difference between them I take to be

in this : pleasure is either entirely the result

of bodily sensation, or else it is the result

of a mixed sensation, partly of the body
and partly of the mind ; that which I mean
by the pure resul*^ of bodily sensation are

such pleasures as naturally arise from cer-

tain feelings or sensations of the body with-

out being heightened by the imagination

:

as for example, the pleasure of taste is a

natural pleasure, which every healthy body
feels, who eats any thing that is ver^' agree-

able to his palate : but when the love or de-

sire is heightened (toward any thing that is

eaten) by a strong imagination, then the
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pleasure it gives is a mixed sensation, aris-

ing parti}' trom a feeling in the body, and
partly from a feeling in the mind. And I

think all sorts of pleasure may be reduced
to one of the two heads above mentioned.
But happiness is a felicity of a very differ-

ent nature : for happiness is a pure and en-

tire sensation of the mind ; and the utmost
concurrence towards it, that is required of
the body, is not to interrupt or disturb it

with its own passions or sensations. Hap-
piness may be defined to be such a temper
or situation of mind, as upon a man's just

reflection on things past, present, and fu-

ture, he feels and determines himself to be
in a state of felicity : for reflections upon
the past, the present, and the future, must
necessarily precede such a felicity, and such

a determination of the mind ; and that for

these reasons : First, Because we know
that such a temper of mind as makes us

happy, is not the effect of our own power,
but of divine power and goodness. Second-

ly, We know that our happiness is imper-

fect and uncertain ; that it is variable in its

degrees, and uncertain as to its duration.

It is imperfect, because we have it not in our
own power to make it perfect ; it is uncer-

tain, because we have it not in our owi^
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power to make it lasting and durable ; and
oi consequence we must depend upon an-

other power, which is God, for the pertectioa

ot our happiness ; which makes the consid-

eration on the past, the present, and the fu-

ture, so necessarily previous to our happi-

ness ; for since we must depend upon an-

other power for the perfection of it, w^
must reflect upon the past to discover whe-
ther our actions have been agreeable or dis-

agreeable to that power, and how the de-

fects of them are to be repaired : We must
likewise reflect upon the present, because
happiness is a present feeling ; and we mu§t
inevitably reflect upon the future, because
hope is a great ingredient in our happiness,

(and hope is nothing else but an act of the

imagination, confirmed by the understand-

ing, whereby the mind receives a present

enjoyment eYen of futurity itself, and
makes absent things in some measure pre-

sent to it) ; so* that the imperfections of
our happiness receive some degrees of pre-

sent supply by that act of the imagination

and of the understanding, which renders
the future perfection of it present to us.

This, I think, is sufficient to confmn the

truth of the definition I have made of hap-

piness, and justify the distinction 1 have
made between it and pleasure.
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No set of words or expressions, whether
they be extemporary or premeditate, can

properly be said to be a prayer. But when
the ideas formed in the mind from such

words or expressions, excite its affections

to put them forth in petitions and addresses

to God, then they become truly and prop-

erly a prayer. So that, though another com-
poses the words, yet it belongs to eveiy

pai iicular person that utters them, to con-

vert them into a prayer.

EINIS-
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Spelling-books, Primers, &.c.

Blanks, Paper, Quills, Ink-powder, Pen-
knives, Scaiing-Max, Wafers, Slates, Pen-
cils, &c. may be hud as above.



SUBSCRIBERS NAMES.

ifEW-rORK,

A.

Cliarles Armstrong,
Jacob Andenon,
Eliza Anderson,
James Anderson,
John Aoilear,

James Adams,
Maria Anthony.

B.

A. I. Br)lton,

Mar\- Bloodgood,

James Bolen,

Mary Batchelor,

John Browi^!;(2.

Ann Boardman,
Abraham Balard,

Fanny Badg-ley,

R. Boston,

Sarah Bown,
P. W. Buckley,
Helen Board,
Abraham O. Bog-ert,

Ebenezer S. Burling",

Mary A.nn Brunell,

Elizabeth Bown,

Elizabeth Byecs.,

Jacob Barker,
Mrs. Bell,

John Blake,

George Brinkerhof^
Elizabeth Baker.
John D. Beroise,

A. D. Brewer.

C.

Francis Carlisle,

Abraham Coleman,
Thomas Cooper,
Alexander Crochiers,
Dr. Noah H. Crane,
Jane Cherish,
Timothy Corey,
Zoar Cock,
Elizabeth Crawfopd;
John Cameron,
Benjamin Cooper,
Thomas Cottrell^

Jolm Carson,

Jane Callahan,

Nathaniel Clark, JnA.
John I. Crolius.

M



SUBSCRIBERS.

D.

Mary Dale,

James Downie,
Mai-}' Dcmarest,
Stephen Davis, 2.

John Dudley,
Ira C. Day,
Jolui David,
Jonutlian Dunn,
Maiy E. Duncan,
Henr) Dover,
Thomas Densmore,
Elizabeth Dai'iing,

Mary Dcake,
Joseph I. Dorset,
Maria Deforest.

£.

Thomas Elya,

Robert Easibum,
James Evans,

Peter Erben.

F.

Catharine Few,
Sarah Francis,

Simeon Frccland,

William Foster,

Tom Forenon,

Thomas Folks,

David Fish,

Haimah Frost,

William Firman,

Sarah Fisher,

M&rgargt Franklin.

Lydia Garmon,
Patrick Gullaher,

Thomas Gardener.

H.

Aaron Hills,

Jacob Halsey,

Michael Houswortli,
Rhoda Hoiton,
William Himter,
Valentine Htcks,
Philenah Hunt,
Edward Huggett,
Natlianiel Hawxhurst,
Eliza Hervey,
Walter Hov^'ell,

Thomas Haiinas.

Mary Incss.

Conrad Joj|ian,

James Jarl|K

K.

Elizabeth Kelly,

Amos Killeger,

James King,

IAndrcvv Kwig,
Ann Kittler,

. Ebenezer Knap,
(Isaac A. Knowleg^

X>orcaA Keech.



SUBSCRIBERS.

L.

Barbara Lemons,
Joseph Looker,
Thomas Lyell,

S. Loyd,
James Loyd,
A. Loyd, 2.

Joseph Long-,

Joseph L. Wheeler,
James Lowere, 2.

M.

Sarah Mills,

Joseph Manly,
Georg-e Miller,

Abig-ail M*Connel,
Mary Miller.

N.

Harry Nichols.

O.

James Osbg|^
Joseph OtiJS

Elizabeth Post,

JoV.n Provost,

Willi m Park,

C. Pell,

James Phillips,

Caleb Pell,

Haiinah Parshal.

Abaham Remsen,
Hannah Ryer,

Jane Riickell,

R. R. Rosdale,

Cliarles Richards.

H. Strons^,

John Sm'th,
Henry Sluite,

Margaret Seaman,
Mi-s. Seely,

Jesse Simmons,
Elisha Snothin,

Jane Serjeant,

Jicob Stag-g-,

John G. Stewart,

Frederick Shonnard,

Thomas Stewart,

Owen Stephens,

Simuel Sansford,

Abijah Stark,

Mary Smith,
Ann Stymet,
Mary Spicer.

Ehzabeth Stratton, 2-

T.

Philip M. Topham,
William Thompson,
Jane Target,
William Turner,
Cornelia Ten Broeck,
Samuel TuUv,
William H. Thurston.



SUBSCRIBERS.

U.

Phlnelias Underwood.

James Vanbrakle,
John Vanw'nkle,
Eliza Valentlhc,

Elizabeth Vanbuskirk,

John Vandeburg-h,
Mary Vanhouten,
Bouyer Vandewater,
Jacob Varien,

Isaac R. Varien.

W.

Arreyetty AVandell,

Susan WiUiums,
Phincon Wiig-ht,

Ehza Wheeler,
Svisan Wp.ght,
Mary Wheeler,
William White,
J.Aseph Watts,
Sok^non Wheeler,
Gcorg-e Weeks,
Samuel M. Wliitlock,

George White,
Margaret Williams,
Jolii! Weeks,
H. G. Wisner,
Reuben Wright,

PHILADELPHIA.

Nathan Atherton,

David Abbott,

Andrew Anderson, 2.

Rev. Richard Allen,

Catharnie Arnold,

Peter Amier,
Rachel Alien,

Ciiarlolte Andaulle,

M:.rgaret Aydelott,

Anna Maria Anlliony.

Andrew
Ab gail Bai-Tcer,

Sarah Bunner,
Mai'garctta Barclay,

D. Breintnall,

Mary Barry,

Wdham Butler,

Gco'ge Booth, 2.

George Bcdwell, 2.

1 lionias Bedwcll, jun.



SUBSCRIBERS.

Samuel Brown,
Marv Brown,
W. W. Brown,
Joel Bryan,
William Brown,
John Bernard,
George Hampden Bryant,
Martha G. Brand,
Sarah Britton,

Sarah Brobston,
Francis Baldwin,
Jesse Brown,
Henry Burton.
Charles S. Bunting,

C.

Daniel Clauges,

Joseph Cossey,
Thomas Conarroe, 4.

Margaret ConaiToe, 4.

John Crocett,

James Cook,
Morgan Carr,

Margaret Cribbs, 2.

D.

Robert Dougljiss,

Tliomas Davis, 2.

Robert Duncan,
John G. Duche,
M. Dean.
Elizabeth Delamater.

Margaret Evans,
John C. Evans,
Elizabeth Edwards,
Catharine Elwell, 2.

Joshua Edwards, 2.

James Erwin,

Thomas Flowers,
John A. Frailey,

John Frowart,
Charles G. Frieichell,

Joseph Feinour,
Patrick Frill,

Joshua Fletcher, 7-

S. B. Forrceau,

Joseph Fraley,

Martha Furness.

G.

Margaret Green,
Frederick Gaul,

Martha Giu-ney,

Isaac Griffiths,

M. Gibson,
Mary Gowings,
EUzabeth Gilmore,

John Greland,

Peter Gubel,

Joseph Glading,

David Green,

WiUiam GaddshiU.

M 2



SUBSCRIBERS.

H.

Robert Hancock,
Sf \mo-ii- Hart,

SusHiina Howard,
Eupliemia Hazleton,

William Hanken,
Henry Holdsliip,

John Hossell,

Edwaid Hunt,
, F. F. Hollykecher,
Isaac Hopper,
Thomas Hurst,

"William Hui)g"ary,

Andrew Hodge,
George H.cks,

Godfrey Hamlet,
Jonathan Hoffman,
John Hiuiter.

William Ingles,

George Ireland.

J.

Louisa M. Jacob,

Josepli Johnson,

Joseph Jones,

Sarali Joui-don,

Sarah Jones,

Hannah J nes, 2-

Elizabetli Jones,

William Julian,

Joseph Justice,

Samuel Jenkins,

John Johnson,
Anna Jaurdon,

Rebecca Johnson,

Reuben Jarman,

Hannah Johnson^

Ann J tnes,

Evan Jones.

K.

George Knom,
George Katz,
Elizabeth Knox,
Thomas Ketland,

George Kroff.

L.

John Long,
Abraham Lawer,
Aaron Levi,

Mrs. Lawson,
Mary Lake.

M.

Mary Mead,
Raciiel Millard,

Elizabetli Mecom,
B. Matlock,
Mary MiftUn,
E. E". Mad«ck,
Simon Murray,
Amelia Montgomery,
Benjamin Markward,
S. Mcgar,
Andrew Meln,
Rachel Maxwell,
William Milncn-,

Catharine Mitman,
Adam Muldiorc,
Isabella M'Koy.
Catharine M'Nair



SUBSCRIBERS.

William M'Sparran^
Samuel M'Clever,
Thomas M'Carter,

Elizabeth M'Calla,

John M' Darnel,

Bernard M'Entee.

N.
John Nixon.

O.

Reuben Oliver.

P.

Eliza Potts,

Mrs. PluUips,

Henry Probasco,

Jacob G. Plocher,

Mary Page,
Rebecca Phillips,

Mary Parker,

Joseph Pierce,

Rev. Joseph Pilmore,

Montg-omerv Polhemus,
William C.Parker.

R.

Elizabeth Raun,
Thomas Reilly,

N. L. Reeves,
George Rogers,
George Rhen,
Henry Ross,

Elizabeth Rewn,
Joshua Rawbold,
Adam Revill,

Joseph Rme.

S.

Eliza Shelmore,
John Scattergood,

David Sellers,

Daniel Sexton,

George Smith,
Diana Stanton,

Hans Shad,

Joseph Snowden,
Mary T. Shaw,
Henry Summers,
Abeline Serifft,

Jeremiah Story,

Margaret Stocker,

George Shaw,
Catharine Shriber,

Ann M. Shaw,
Mary Sprague,
Thomas Stewart,

Frederick Shull,

William Shippen,

William Steel,

Adam Snyder,
Alexander Steel,

James H. Sterling,

Mr. Slaughter,

David Snyder,
Rebecca Steward,
Sarah Schell,

Harriot Sower,

T.

Samuel Tudor,
Jeremiah Thomas,
Richard Tunis.



SUBSCRIBERS.

Peter Vandoin,
Abniham Vanbeuren.

W.

Thomas Wetherill,
Edwaicl Waters,
John Welch,
Henry Whitman,
Jolm Wardin,
Elizabeth Wallace,
Thomas Wallace,
Amelia Wilhams,
P. Wescott,
Ann Wheeler, 2.

Jolin V. Walker, 2.

Beulah Walker,
Andrew C. Watson,
Obadiah Wood,
Thomas White,
James West,
James Wriglit,

Stephen T. Wood,
Catharine Woods,
Mary Wagner,
Alexander Wilson,
Elizabeth Wistar, 2.

Thomas Walton,
Patrick Ward,
Benjamin Woolaston,
Charles White,
Z. R. West.

LONG-ISLAND.

William Bloomer,
Isaac blydenburg'h,

James Bennett,

Jacamiah Brush.
Adolphus Brower.

Stephen Charles,

Mary Charles,

Henry Coles,

Thomas Cock.

John Dezendiirfe.

Caleb Frost,

William Firman.

Paul Hicks,
William H. Helme,
H. Hyde,
John Hall,

Jackson Hanin,
William Hopkins,

John Hammel.

Charles Indewick.

Daniel Kirk,
Abraham Kashow.

Jacob Mudge,
Gcorg-e Mills,

Mary Mooney.



SUBSCRIBERS.

Jeremiah Piatt,

Mill Phillips.

Daniel Rhodes,
Stephen Rushmore.

William Seaman,
Sarah Smith,
Epenetus Smith,
Phebe Smith,
Caleb Smith,

James Samater,

Chiirles Stanford,

John Sexton.

Charity Tideman.

James Underhill.

Lewis Valentine,

Daniel Vanmater,
Losee Vannostrand.

William H. Whitlock.

ALBANY.

John Brazier Howell.
William S. King-.

Maiy Van Schaick-

TROY.

John Aikin.

Ira E. Bride.

Francis Callisson,

William W. Chesney.
Samuel Henr}',

Ellas Howard,
William Hull.

Edward Jtilu.

Jo'n.n Minor,
Uriah Millar,

Robert M'Cullen.
Ebcnezer Pierce, jim.

Samuel Pcckbam.

Benjamin Shelden,
Stephen Selleck,

Abraham Staples.

J. Truesdell,

Edward T} lee,

Wbiitin^ Tapping,
Daniel T. Wandell.

STILLWATER.

Jonathan Griffin.

Jolm Walker.

POUGHKEEPSIK.

John Brown,
Joseph Bowman,
John R. Bell.

Joseph Cornish.



SUBSCRIBERS.

Joseph C. Dcanc,
John Forbus.

Peter String-ham.

Benjamin Yarringlon.

NEW-BRUNSWICK.

Robert Eastbum, 14.

NEWPORT, R. I.

Nathaniel Dearborn, 3.

NANTUCKET^

Sarah Barney, 7.

Latham Bunker.
Nathan Comstock,
Peleg- Easton.

Obadi.ih Folg-er,

Walter Folder.

Georg-e G. Hussy,
Edward C. Hussy.
William Macy, 7.

Peieg Mitchel.
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